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Health & Fitness Monitoring 
Devices

Body Composition MonitorsActivity Monitors

Segment
Description

q Includes devices that can monitor any
athletic or general daily activity of the 
user

q They monitor the intensity or duration of 
the activity and some vital body 
parameters

q These devices monitor the vital 
parameters of the body like 
temperature, blood pressure, blood 
sugar, pulse etc.

q Devices in this segment measure body 
fat, body weight, water content, body 
mass index, muscle mass etc.

Types and 
Usage

q Due to their very nature they have to be 
wearable or pocket-able and are mostly 
in the form of wrist bands or belt clips

q Activity Monitors can track steps, 
distance, calories burned and active 
minutes

q They can also monitor sleep quality and 
duration

q While some Health Monitors are 
wearable, there are many devices that 
are not and can only be used when the 
user is not in motion

q These devices include blood glucose 
monitors, pulse-oximeters, heart rate 
monitors and blood pressure monitors

q Devices in this segment are almost 
entirely non-wearable 

q Devices in this category include 
bathroom scales, BMI monitors and a 
combination of these devices

Target 
Market

q Activity Monitors mostly target athletic 
and moderately active adults 

q Since most of these devices work along 
with a smartphone, therefore 
smartphone ownership is almost a pre-
condition for many

q Unlike Activity Monitors, these devices 
target people with some health disorder 
(diabetes, heart diseases etc.) and who 
want to periodically monitor their vital 
parameters

q The addressable market for these 
devices is relatively larger than Activity 
or Health Monitors

q More households have bathroom scales 
than any other monitor due to their 
affordability as well

Health Monitors

Source: Secondary Research

Health & Fitness monitoring devices can be classified in 3 segments. 
In this study the “Activity Monitors” segment is being considered
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Source: CEA

The overall Wellness Products market  (fitness devices) is expected 
to have strong growth during 2013-18 in both volume and value terms

16.2
17.2

18.2
19.0

20.6

22.6

Wellness Product Unit Sales in the U.S. Market 

Unit Sales 
(in millions)

q The U.S. market for wellness products (in volume terms) is 
forecasted to grow at ~7% CAGR during 2013-18

16%

34%

50%

17%

45%

38%

Personal Health Wellness Product Wellness Software

U.S. Health & Fitness Monitoring Devices Market

2013: $ 3.3 bn

2018: $ 8 bn

q Personal Health products include personal medical devices such as:

§ BP Monitors

§ Glucose Monitors

§ Insulin Pump

§ Pulse Oximeter

§ Personal ECG

§ Smart Pill Dispensers

q The Wellness Product market includes the following products:

§ Digital Pedometer/ Activity Tracker

§ Heart Rate Monitor

§ GPS Sports Watch/ Training Gear

§ Sleep Quality Monitors 

§ Digital Weighing Scales

q The doughnut chart show that the Wellness Products market 
will have the fastest growth rate during 2013-18.

q Personal Health device makers would do well by foraying into 
the Wellness Products (fitness devices) category which would 
represent majority of the monitoring devices market by 2018
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Source: CEA

Activity Trackers, Pedometers and Sleep Monitors are forecasted to 
witness strong growth (>20% CAGR) during 2013-18
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Digital Pedometer/ Activity Tracker

Digital Weighing

GPS Sports Watch

Heart Rate Monitor

Sleep Quality/ Diet Monitoring Products

U.S. Wellness Monitoring Devices Market
$ millions

1,086.1
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1,948.6
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462.6

625.4

774.1

955.8

1,191.8

1,342.8

11.8
26.0

49.6

99.1

155.8

193.5

I. U.S. Digital Pedometer/ Activity Tracker Market

II. U.S. Sleep Quality/ Diet Monitoring Market

$ millions

$ millions

CAGR ~23% for the 
period 2013-18

CAGR ~75% for the 
period 2013-18

q Over the years, the market will become more evenly distributed across devices
q While in 2013, pedometers and activity monitors accounted for almost half the market, it is 

forecasted  that by 2018 devices like Sleep Monitors, Hear Rate Monitors, Sports 
Watches, Digital Scales would become more popular
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Rising healthcare cost is driving more people to lead healthier 
lifestyles which in turn is motivating them to buy fitness devices

I. There is a general trend towards healthier living, which is being driven by a combination of factors such as:

i. Rising cost of healthcare in the U.S. ii. Growth in higher education iii More people leading active lifestyles

i. RISING COST OF HEALTHCARE

Source: Baird; AETNA

q Total health care spending in the United States:

q This means that health care spending will account for 
nearly 20% of U.S. GDP by 2021

In 1970 In 2010

$ 4.8 
trillion

In 2021

$ 75 billion
$ 2.6 trillion

q Healthcare is expected to become more expensive overtime as the 
healthcare sector moves towards consolidation 

q Costs will also be driven due to programs like Medicare that allow 
higher payments for hospital services compared to independent private 
practices

Impact
q Many consumers and small employers are not able to afford their 

health insurance premiums. Some employers are not able to offer 
health care coverage at all 

q In 2012, only 50% of the firms with less than 10 employees offered 
health insurance to their workers

q People with health care coverage experienced a 7.2% increase in their 
share of health care costs between 2011 and 2012

Trend is towards healthier living
q Health damaging but modifiable behaviors such as 

insufficient physical activity or poor eating habits are 
responsible for much of the illness

q People with three or more chronic disease conditions fall 
into the costliest 1% of patients who account for 20% of all 
healthcare spending in the U.S.

q Much of this cost is preventable, since many chronic 
conditions are linked to unhealthy lifestyles

q Employers, insurance companies and physicians are 
all actively campaigning for healthier lifestyle habits

Key Market Drivers: Trend Towards Healthier Lifestyle (1/3)

With the objective of reducing their medical bills, people  are 
setting up fitness goals which they want to actively monitor and 
measure  through easy to use devices
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Sustained growth in the number of people enrolling for higher 
education will drive consumer health awareness and spending

ii. INCREASING ENROLLMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Source: Baird; 

q Consumer education plays a critical  role in driving people to lead healthier lifestyles

q Increased education levels also enhance the discretionary income of the population

15,312

16,911

18,248

20,428
20,948

22,251

23,016

2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Total enrollment in all postsecondary degree-granting institutions (in’000s)

q The curve shows the historic trend and 
forecast of the Country 1 population enrolling 
for college degrees

q Growing enrollment for college degrees  
leads to growth in income levels as well as 
increase in the health awareness levels of 
the population

Impact
q There is a strong correlation 

between education level and 
health and fitness awareness 

q With a growing number of 
people forecasted to enrol for 
degree granting institutions, the 
population aware consumers is 
only going to increase over time

q Income levels play a significant 
role in the health of Americans. 
As income rises, people have 
the ability to spend more on 
activities and products 
associated with a healthy 
lifestyle.

q The increasing education level 
will also enhance the 
discretionary income of the 
population and drive spending 
for fitness monitoring devices

CAGR ~2% for the 
period 2000 to 2020

Key Market Drivers: Trend Towards Healthier Lifestyle (2/3)
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A large number of Americans are getting into physical exercises to 
lead a healthier lifestyle which will create demand for fitness devices

iii. INCREASING ACTIVITY LEVELS

Source: Baird 

q As a result of the growing consumer awareness for: (i) Rising healthcare cost, and  (ii) Long-term benefits of leading a healthy lifestyle; 
more people are engaging in physical activities

q As a consequence of this, there is growing demand for various kinds of fitness gear such as apparel, monitoring devices, footwear, equipment etc.

Economic burden of inactivity
q An investment of $1 in physical activity leads to more than $3 

of healthcare cost savings

q People who are physically active on a regular basis lower 
their risk of developing heart diseases, diabetes and cancer 
by 30-50%

q With growing awareness for these factors their is a trend 
among the U.S. population to engage in periodic physical 
activity 

q A study showed that active employees take 27% fewer sick 
days and report 14-25% fewer disability days than inactive 
employees

q There is also a greater drive from companies to encourage 
and employees to lead a healthy lifestyle

Impact

q A 2013 survey shows that large number of 
Americans are now engaged in physical activity

Survey shows that in 2013, 215 
million Americans participate in 
physical exercises, which represents 
76.3% of the population over the age 
of 6

Out of the above 215 million, 11.6 
million Americans became active for 
the first time in 2013, which 
represents 5.4% of the entire active 
population

Majority of the new entrants were 
women who began walking, running, 
and using weight resistance 
machines at least once a week

Key Market Drivers: Trend Towards Healthier Lifestyle (3/3)
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COUNTRY 1 POPULATION – ENGAGED IN PHYSICAL WORK

% of Country 1 Population (all 6+ years age) engaged in Physical 
Activity, by activity type and year

% of Country 1 Population (all 6+ years age) engaged in Physical 
Activity, by activity type and generation

% of Country 1 Population (all 6+ years age) engaged in Physical 
Activity, by Country 1 state (region)



Employers are keen on tracking the insurance cost of workforce, and 
are increasingly using fitness devices in corporate wellness programs

Source: Forbes; Fortune; Primary research

II. Corporate fitness incentive plans are leading to increased adoption of fitness devices
q Today just one in 10 American adults own a fitness tracker, but it is forecasted that these devices would become 

more widespread over the next decade due to the advancements in sensor technologies 

q The next generation of wearable fitness devices (including devices like Fitbit or Jawbone Up) are preparing to play a 
bigger role in how individual and group health insurance costs are decided, through the large amount of data they 
collect about their users

Current scenario

Key Market Drivers: Corporate Wellness Programs (1/4)

q Employers are opting to 
monitor data being 
generated by fitness 
trackers on a dashboard

q Many of companies are incentivizing 
their insured staff through rewards

q Some companies are also exploring 
ways to penalize unhealthy behavior

1) Access to employee health data

2) Incentives and penalties

3) Obama care a key driver

q Increasing use of fitness devices in corporate wellness programs 
is partly being driven by new rules under the Obamacare

q These new rules have broadened the scope of incentives that 
employers can give to their staff for staying fit 

4) Strong positive outlook
q According to industry expert estimates over 

13 million wearable fitness devices are 
expected to be incorporated into employee 
wellness programs during 2014 to  2019

Given these trends, Fitbit’s 
sales to employers is now 
one of the fastest growing 
segments of its business.
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British Petroleum, Autodesk, TokyoElectron are some of the early 
movers in giving out fitness devices to their employees

Source: Forbes; Fortune; Secondary research

II. Corporate fitness incentive plans are leading to increased adoption of fitness devices

Key Market Drivers: Corporate Wellness Programs (2/4)

q Current players in the segment
§ The next generation of wearable fitness devices are preparing to 

play a bigger role in how individual and group health insurance costs 
are decided

§ Currently both Jawbone and Fitbit have free and open application 
programming interfaces (APIs) 

§ These smartphone based APIs can link with insurers, employers and 
fitness apps like RunKeeper, with the user’s permission, after which 
data can be shared seamlessly 

§ Fitbit offers products for corporate 
wellness for companies with 100 to 
more than 1,000 employees

§ Fitbit began working with Autodesk and 
TokyoElectron in 2010 

§ Today it sells trackers to “thousands” of 
employers at a discount, along with 
tracking software 

q Examples of corporates giving out fitness devices

§ Leading global health insurance company Cigna, launched a pilot program in 2013 where it distributed 
armbands made by BodyMedia to thousands of employees at one of its corporate customers

§ Software design firm Autodesk, has been buying Fitbit trackers in bulk for the last two years and has been 
selling them at a discount to its staff

§ Last year around 14,000 employees of British Petroleum opted to wear a free Fitbit Zip in exchange for 
letting the company track their steps over the year 2013

§ If they crossed one million steps, they gained points that could go towards a lower insurance premium

13



Company 1 could explore partnership opportunities with corporate 
wellness companies and explore alternate revenue channels

Source: Forbes; Fortune; Secondary research

II. Corporate fitness incentive plans are leading to increased adoption of fitness devices

Key Market Drivers: Corporate Wellness Programs (3/4)

q Non-device making players in the segment
§ There are various corporate wellness companies that offer fitness 

devices to their clients (employers), some of them are: 

q Alternative revenue models
§ Device makers can partner with care givers 

to treat patients and get a part of the 
revenue

− E.g. Sleepio charges people with 
insomnia $25 a week for cognitive 
behavioral therapy sessions by 
tracking their sleep 

− Jawbone could facilitate this process 
through the use of Jawbone UP and 
take a revenue cut from third-party 
services like Sleepio

q In 2008, it adopted the Polar heart rate monitors for its employee wellness programs, 
by 2014 Vitality had integrated ~100 mobile health devices into its health programs

q Vitality’s program incorporates behavioral economics to push employee participants to 
engage in health activities, such as tracking steps

q In a survey conducted by Vitality it found that:
§ Slightly more women than men use a pedometer, tracker or smartphone device, but more 

men use heart rate monitors

§ All devices are used more widely by people who are overweight or obese

§ People across all age groups use digital health devices, graphed in the first chart

Vitality is a corporate wellness programs manager. 
It has been in the workplace wellness business 
since 2005 

Fitbit is among the most popular devices that are 
used by Vitality’s employee participants

Jawbone vice president of product 
management Travis Bogard says 
Jawbone may ape Fitbit and provide 
analytics software to employers
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While insurance companies are keen on driving the usage of fitness 
devices in corporate wellness programs it creates privacy issues 

Source: Forbes; Fortune; Secondary research

II. Corporate fitness incentive plans are leading to increased adoption of fitness devices

Key Market Drivers: Corporate Wellness Programs (4/4)

q Sharing data from fitness devices creates serious privacy issues

§ Data collected by wearable fitness devices will not only be accessible to doctors but 
also to insurance companies and employers who would eventually create detailed risk 
profiles of employees 

§ Technology entrepreneurs in the healthcare sector are saying that insurance 
companies are currently trying to figure out how to best way to access the data 
generated by today’s fitness trackers

Analysts believe that 
insurance companies would 
most certainly track user data, 
since a large portion of 
today’s $2.6 trillion health 
care bill is driven by behavior; 
in particular, bad-diet 
decisions and lack of exercise

After distributing thousands of 
arm-bands to one of its 
corporate clients, Cigna was 
able to improve the risk profile 
of employees who were on 
the verge of getting diabetes

q According to some industry insiders currently there are developers working on a 
relatively unpublished project on wearable glucose monitoring devices because 
of the insights that it could give into what someone has eaten 

q That would be a crucial data point for insurers, since diet has a far greater 
impact on health than activity

Several start-ups have tried and failed to achieve this. 
However, in 2013 Apple hired data scientists from C8 
MediSensors which had regulatory approval for a 
non-invasive optical glucose monitor, which Apple 
probably planned to deploy in its iWatch
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IT companies are foraying into the wearable product space, however, 
they lack expertise in B2C selling segment

q Qualcomm (Toq smart-watch)

q Intel (smart-watch and heart rate monitoring ear-buds)

q Google (Google Glass and Contact Lens)

q State-of-the-art reference design platforms 

q Ability to influence market to build innovative designs using their 
technology

q Deeper understanding of the B2B cost and supply chains

Intel has announced “platforms” and sells designs to partners. This will
allow it to get market reaction from the designs and build credibility for
innovation in this market

Building deeper end customer understanding for 
each targeted device is critical. 
q Start by prioritizing top vertical markets like sport, 

health, and fitness where there is strong use case 
and appeal to end-users and building focus for 
their top markets. 

q Establish deeper customer intimacy with these 
segments by: 

q Investing in their own research

q Deeper strategic partnerships with brands 
who have expertise in targeted vertical 
markets like sport, health, and fitness 

q Hiring talent from device world 

q Through enlisting others to innovate on their 
platform (ex. Intel Edison)

IT Vendors have joined the bandwagon with Fitness Wearable
Product Announcements

q Lack of B2C selling expertise

q Companies need to understand that

q The risks and major investment required like channel sales, 
marketing, and service/support 

q Potential backlash from their OEM customers 

Advantages IT Vendors Have in the Market

Key Risks or Challenges For Silicon Vendors

Challenge Mitigation Business Strategy Example

Strategies They Should Potentially Adopt

Key Market Trends
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q Not much product differentiation exists in the Pedometer segment. Most 
manufacturers offer devices with similar functionality

q With technological advancements driving the market for connected activity 
monitors and wristbands, conventional Pedometers are likely to gather less 
attention from younger, digital-savvy buyers

q Accusplit has priced most of its products in the $25-$30 band. Within the 
segment, Accusplit is trying to customize products further for different 
target groups (schools, students, teachers especially in the 4 - 12 grade, 
senior citizens etc.), while keeping the price same – e.g. in the $25 price 
band segment,

q Two of the products AE140XLE and AE140XLE-Xbx  have been 
designed especially for use in educational setups

q AE2740 Has extra large display, apparently for those with weaker 
eyesight (elderly)

q Company 1 has the least number of product offerings, though it has priced  
its products across the market price band

q Sportline pricing suggests that for most part, it has mirrored Accusplit’s
strategy of product portfolio and pricing; however, with its wristband 
offerings, it is trying to create a niche pricing segment for itself at the $55 
price point

q For the athletes and purist, accurate measuring Pedometers will still be a draw. Both Accusplit (JW200) and Sportline (APD) hold 
patents in accurate measurement of pedometers, which apparently  must have helped them in marketing their products better. 

q Interestingly, Apple has filed a new patent in March 2014 for an increased accuracy Pedometer  (USPA #20140074431), 
which might set the benchmark for future devices.

Pedometer Product Pricing Points for Four Leading 
Manufacturers (Country 1 Market)

Accusplit has the largest portfolio of pedometers. Device accuracy 
could be the key product differentiator in future 
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Pedometer – Key Price Points Thresholds for Unique Feature Introductions by Key Players

$ 0

$ 20

$ 40

$ 60

$ 80

$ 100

Sweat resistant, 
fitness games in 
apps

Wristbands, with 
chronograph

At approx. $25, both 
Accusplit (JW200) and 
Sportline (APD) offer 
technology enabled 
products for increased 
accuracy in step 
measurement 

At approx. $30, Sportline 
offers Infiniti Motion 

Sensor Technology, for 
increased accuracy, in 

its products

At $40 price, 
Accusplit offers 
99% accuracy 
KS10 Technology

At $35, Company 1 
offers the highest (22 
day) memory storage 
capable product

Below $20, only Accusplit offers a proprietary (TW, with 
97% accuracy) technology for step measurement

Accusplit’s five year warranty against competition’s (Sportline,
Company 1 and Striiv) one year warranty is the key product differentiator

Accusplit

Sportline

Company 1

Striv
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PRICE BANDS

Trends Outliers

Players 
q Accusplit
q Company 1
q Sportline

q NA

Product Category 
q Pedometers and heart rate monitors are the most 

commonly available products in this segment

q Only outlier is Company 1, which offers an activity monitor 
with weight loss tracker. It is the only activity monitor offered 
in this price segment

Parameters Monitored 

q Steps, calorie counter, time, distance
q The above mentioned parameters are the most 

commonly occurring parameters in this price 
segment. Available in most of the products in this 
segment.

q Accusplit measures cadence (steps per minute) in two of its 
products (pedometers)

q Company 1 tracks pitch (average no. of aerobic steps per 
minute) in one of its pedometers and activity monitor, which 
is not offered by any other player

Wearability 
q Most of the products in this price segment are 

pedometers, which are pocket able or can be put 
on anywhere on the body using a clip

q There are very few heart rate monitors present in this 
segment and they are mostly in the form of wrist watches 
with some of them having a chest strap transmitter

Connected 
q Almost all of the products have no connectivity 

option in this segment
q Company 1 offers connectivity option in two of its products; 

an activity monitor and a pedometer

Display q Display option provided in all the products q NA

Activity for which 
designed 

q NA

Price Segment Analysis (Under $50)

q Aerobics
q General Fitness 

and Exercise

q Walking  
q Jogging
q Power Walking

Product  
AnalysisParameters
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PRICE BANDS

Trends Outliers

Players q NA

Product Category q Heart rate monitors are the most commonly 
available product in this segment

q The major outlier is TomTom, which offers a speed sensor 
for cycles (only such product in this segment). It measures 
speed and cadence

Parameters Monitored 

q Steps, distance, calories, time, speed, fat burn, 
heart rate, sleep monitoring, and stair step count

q Most of the above mentioned features are available 
in most of the products in this segment

q Sportline is the only player in this price segment to offer 'Fat 
Burn' tracking feature

q Striiv, Jawbone, and Fitbit are the only players in this price 
segment to offer sleep monitoring feature

q Striiv offers stair step count feature in two models of its 
pedometers

Wearability q All the products are wearable on wrist and chest

q Fitbit’s activity tracker and Striiv’s pedometer offer one 
product each with clips in this segment

q Bodymedia offers an activity tracker in the form of an 
armband

Connected 
q Although most of the products do not have any 

connectivity options, but every company has at 
least one product that has connectivity option

q NA

Display q Most of the devices have display feature q Jawbone and TomTom have one product each with no 
display, while Fitbit has many products with no display 

Activity for which 
designed q NA

Price Segment Analysis ($50 - $100)

q Misfit
q Nike
q Polar

q Fitbit  
q Jawbone
q Sportline
q Salutron

Product  
Analysis

Parameters

q Striiv  
q TomTom
q Bodymedia

q General Fitness 
and Exercise

q Walking  
q Running
q Swimming

q Sleeping  
q Cycling
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PRICE BANDS

Trends Outliers

Players q NA

Product Category 
q Sports Watches and fitness bands are the most 

commonly available products in this category 
followed by heart rate monitors

q Sleep monitoring device offered by Misfit 
q Polar and Garmin offer multi purpose activity trackers that 

monitor many health parameters as compared to other 
devices covering only a few specific activities

Parameters Monitored 

q Steps, distance, calories, time, speed, fat burn, 
heart rate, sleep monitoring, respiration rate, 
snoring count, perspiration, and blood oxygen level

q Most of the above mentioned features are available 
in most of the products in this segment

q Respiration rate and snoring count offered only by Misfit in 
its sleep monitoring device

q Blood oxygen level monitored only by Withings activity 
tracker

Wearability q Most of the products are wearable on wrist, while 
the heart monitoring devices are wearable on chest

q Misfit's sleep monitoring device does not offer wearability 
feature, instead it has to be kept on the mattress

q BodyMedia offers a band that has to be worn on the arm

Connected q Connectivity option offered in all the devices
q The only outlier is the heart rate monitor watch by Sportline 

that does not offer any connectivity option

Display q Most of the devices in this segment offer display 
feature

q Skechers, Jawbone, and Misfit offer one product each 
without display option in this segment

Activity for which 
designed 

q Polar and Samsung's devices are also designed for hiking 
(not offered by any other player)

Price Segment Analysis ($100 - $150)

q Samsung
q Nike
q Polar
q Garmin

q Misfit
q Jawbone
q Sportline
q Withings

Product  
AnalysisParameters

q Skechers  
q TomTom
q Bodymedia
q Basis

q General Fitness 
and Exercise

q Hiking

q Walking  
q Running
q Swimming

q Sleeping  
q Cycling
q Cross Training
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PRICE BANDS

Trends Outliers

Players 
q Polar
q TomTom
q Samsung

q NA

Product Category 

q Watch is the predominant form offered by sellers. 
Most of the players offer watches that have multiple 
features in them that measure speed, steps, 
distance, calorie, heart rate etc

q TomTom offers a GPS enabled sports watch with a 
dedicated ‘bike mount’

q Garmin also offers a GPS enabled running watch

Parameters Monitored 
q Steps, distance, calories, time, speed, fat burn, 

heart rate, and sleep monitoring are the 
parameters monitored

q NA

Wearability q All the products are wearable on wrist
q The heart monitoring devices by Polar are also wearable on 

wrist but with an additional chest strap

Connected q Connectivity option offered in all the devices q NA

Display q All the devices in this segment offer display feature q NA

Activity for which 
designed q NA

Price Segment Analysis ($150 - $200)

Product  
AnalysisParameters

q Hiking
q General Fitness 

and Exercise

q Walking  
q Running
q Swimming

q Sleeping  
q Cycling
q Cross Training
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PRICE BANDS

Trends Outliers

Players 
q Polar
q TomTom
q Garmin

q NA

Product Category 
q All the products offered in this category are watch 

based with running and sports watch being the 
most common

q NA

Parameters Monitored 
q Steps, distance, calories, time, speed, fat burn, 

heart rate, and cadence are the parameters 
covered

q NA

Wearability q All the products are wearable on wrist, while the 
heart monitoring devices are wearable on chest q NA

Connected q Connectivity option offered in all the devices q NA

Display q All the devices in this segment offer display feature q NA

Activity for which 
designed q NA

Price Segment Analysis ($200 - $250)

Product  
AnalysisParameters

q General Fitness 
and Exercise

q Walking  
q Running
q Swimming

q Hiking 
q Cycling
q Cross Training
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PRICE BANDS

Trends Outliers

Players q NA

Product Category q Most of the devices are in the form of a watch or a 
stand alone heart monitor

q Polar offers a cycling monitor (only such product in this price 
segment)

Parameters Monitored 

q Steps, distance, calories, time, speed, fat burn, 
heart rate, sleep monitoring, cadence, average 
stride length, swim distance/efficiency, and stroke 
type/count are the parameters covered in this 
segment

q Most of the devices in this price segment are multi 
purpose devices that offer many features

q Samsung Fitness Tracker watch is the only device in this 
segment that monitors sleep

q Garmin sports watch is the only device that measures 
swimming related parameters such as swim distance, 
efficiency, stroke type, stroke count, and pool length 

q Cycling monitor by Polar measures travelling related 
parameters such as average speed, altitude, ascent, 
descent etc

Wearability q All the products are wearable on wrist as they are 
in the form of a watch q NA

Connected q Connectivity option offered in all the devices q NA

Display q All the devices in this segment offer display feature q NA

Activity for which 
designed q NA

Price Segment Analysis (More than $250)

Product  
AnalysisParameters

q Skiing
q Paddling

q Walking  
q Running
q Swimming

q Hiking 
q Cycling
q Cross Training

q Polar  
q TomTom

q Samsung 
q Garmin
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For an activity monitor to be successful, device makers need to be 
mindful of the design, features, durability and the overall utility
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Benchmarking Activity Trackers on Select Parameters (1/3)

PARAMETERS WHAT IS THIS WHY IS IT IMPORTANT

1
Selectability/ 
Adoptability

q This parameter measures the uniqueness of the value 
proposition of the device and how successfully a brand is 
able to differentiate its positioning in the market 

q Since there is a wide range of devices in the market, it is 
imperative for any brand to have a clear, relevant and 
unique positioning 

2 Design and 
Aesthetics 

q This parameter measures the visual appeal of the device. 
The device should be aesthetically appealing enough for 
the user, so that he can use it for the whole day

q Like any other consumer device, prospective customers will 
be motivated to buy if they find an aesthetically appealing 
device being used by someone in their community

q Most devices makers are trying to promote the use of their 
device as a fashion accessory

3 Fit and 
Comfort

q For a wearable activity monitor the comfort factor of the 
device is very important

q A device that is to be worn throughout the day needs to be 
designed ergonomically keeping in mind factors weight, 
dimensions (size), thickness, material etc.

q A heavier device or a thicker device or a very large display 
can be a put off and will drive away prospective consumers

4 Quality and 
Durability

q This parameter compares how strongly built is the device
q Wearable activity monitors are supposed to endure the wear 

and tear of the daily routine of a user. They need to have a 
strong built in order to be durable

5 Unboxing 
Experience 

q This parameter measures the initial experience (first few 
day or first few hours) of the customer with the device in 
terms of how easily they can figure out the workings of the 
device or how satisfied they are with the packaging and 
installation of the device software (if any)

q The initial (unboxing and setup) experience is a key part of 
the overall consumer experience

q As most players compete for consumer mind share it is 
important to achieve high satisfaction level at every stage



In the following slides, seven leading brands of activity monitors have 
been benchmarked based on these nine key parameters
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PARAMETERS WHAT IS THIS WHY IS IT IMPORTANT

6 User Experience
q The device and the associated apps (mobile and online) 

while being feature rich should be easy to comprehend 
and enjoyable to use

q The leading players have collaborated with design firms 
with analytics companies to take the user experience and 
interface to the next level, where software can set goals 
and guide the user to achieve them 

q Customers value a rich user experience 

7
Interface and 
Interoperability 

q This parameter measures the extent of interoperability of a 
device

q There are many successful mobile and online apps that 
are used by a number of users 

q Device makers need to make sure they are compatible 
with market leading apps, else users might end up feeling 
stranded

8
Lifestyle 
Compatibility

q Lifestyle compatibility compares devices on how well 
suited they are to the device owner’s lifestyle and whether 
or not the user would be expected to make changes to his/ 
her lifestyle to use the device

q If the device needs to be taken off during a particular 
physical activity, users might be less keen to use an 
activity tracker regularly

9 Overall Utility

q This parameter measures the overall value of the device 
for the user

q Whether a device merely records health and fitness 
related stats of the user or does it have intelligence built in 
to it, that helps users achieve their personal goals

q Many players are using data analytics to help users 
understand their lifestyles better from the data recorded by 
the device 

Benchmarking Activity Trackers on Select Parameters (2/3)



Selectability / 
Adoptability 

Basis B1 Watch

Jawbone UP24

Nike Fuelband SE

Fitbit Force

Polar Loop

Withings Pulse

Skechers Go Walk

Nike and Polar stand out from other options in the market. Basis, an 
Intel company, is also a successful product in selectability aspects

q Clarity, relevance and uniqueness of the value proposition to consumers is 
essential for adoption

q There are many choices in the market and consumers are generally not familiar 
with this category, making selection a potentially stressful experience

Relative Scores based on Product Design and Aesthetics
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Design and 
Aesthetics

Basis B1 Watch

Jawbone UP24

Nike Fuelband SE

Fitbit Force

Polar Loop

Withings Pulse

Skechers Go Walk

Jawbone’s focus on creating a holistic product with a non-intrusive 
design is evident; Nike has also been successful in product design

q Most wearable devices today are worn in a manner in which they are visible. The 
aesthetics of a product are therefore a key success factor

q Players who embrace design elegance over range of features are likely to find users 
wearing their products for a longer period of time

Relative Scores based on Product Design and Aesthetics
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Fit and 
Comfort

Basis B1 Watch

Jawbone UP24

Nike Fuelband SE

Fitbit Force

Polar Loop

Withings Pulse

Skechers Go Walk

All players have a strong focus on the form factor of the device. Most 
players have strategic partnerships with design firms to achieve this

q The fit and overall comfort of a device are critical for adoption and sustained 
utilization

q This extends beyond the comfort of simply wearing the device. E.g. thicker wrist 
bands can quickly become irritating in a number of activities

Relative Scores based on Setup Experience
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Quality and 
Durability

Basis B1 Watch

Jawbone UP24

Nike Fuelband SE

Fitbit Force

Polar Loop

Withings Pulse

Skechers Go Walk

Basis watches have a sturdy built quality; durability has been a sore 
point for Jawbone. Fitbit and Nike have also done well in this area

q Jawbone introduced fitness wearable device in late 2011but had to halt 
production a month after launch due to some quality issues

q Building a reliable device is not easy. A device that is designed to be worn on 
the wrist throughout the day would experience a high degree of wear and tear

Relative Scores based on Setup Experience
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Unboxing 
Experience

Basis B1 Watch

Jawbone UP24

Nike Fuelband SE

Fitbit Force

Polar Loop

Withings Pulse

Skechers Go Walk

Nike has provides a pleasant installation experience; It only recently 
launched apps for Android, earlier it only had apps for Apple devices

q Quality of the initial experience with the device is a key success factor 

q Player that start the consumer experience with a pleasant out-of-box and 
installation will likely achieve lasting customer engagement than those 
who  don’t

Relative Scores based on Setup Experience
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User 
Experience

Basis B1 Watch

Jawbone UP24

Nike Fuelband SE

Fitbit Force

Polar Loop

Withings Pulse

Skechers Go Walk

Nike has been very successful in doing a “gamification” of its Fuel 
app as result of which it is able to attract more regular users

q Users should be able to intuitively figure the workings of the 
device from the instant he holds the device

q The overall experience with the device, the mobile app,
web-services and support should be seamless

Relative Scores based on Setup Experience
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Interface and 
Interoperability

Basis B1 Watch

Jawbone UP24

Nike Fuelband SE

Fitbit Force

Polar Loop

Withings Pulse

Skechers Go Walk

Jawbone devices offer a fairly high degree of interoperability; they 
can be used with a number of apps on Android and Apple devices

q Many devices and services support APIs such that data can be 
accessed by other services to create new types of benefits for the users

q As more services become available that can leverage this data, the 
overall experience of the user improves

Relative Scores based on Setup Experience
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Lifestyle 
Compatibility

Basis B1 Watch

Jawbone UP24

Nike Fuelband SE

Fitbit Force

Polar Loop

Withings Pulse

Skechers Go Walk

Apart from measurement accuracy and a host of other features, most 
devices are designed with the objective of making them non-intrusive

q The less behavior change a device requires in order to simply wear it, 
the more likely that it will drive longer term engagement 

q The more times per week the user is required to take the device off the 
more likely they are to abandon it

Relative Scores based on Setup Experience
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Overall Utility

Basis B1 Watch

Jawbone UP24

Nike Fuelband SE

Fitbit Force

Polar Loop

Withings Pulse

Skechers Go Walk

Basis, Polar and Nike have been successful in building a device that 
is not merely a fad but gives the user a sense of purpose in using it 

q Wearable devices and the services that are built around them need to be built 
with the objective of helping achieve a lifestyle/ fitness goal

q Simply gathering data providing illustrations of that data without a clear 
purpose will fail to achieve any sustained utilization for the user

Relative Scores based on Setup Experience
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Nike Fuelband SE has been a pretty successful device, scoring 
above average for almost all the parameters
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Benchmarking Activity Trackers on Select Parameters (3/3)

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI) (VII)

Basis B1 
Watch Fitbit Force Polar Loop Withings 

Pulse
Skechers Go 

Walk
Nike 

Fuelband SE
Jawbone 

Up24

Selectability/ Adoptability 

Design and Aesthetics  

Fit and Comfort 

Quality and Durability 

Unboxing Experience  

User Experience 

Interface and Interoperability  

Lifestyle Compatibility 

Overall Utility 
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Wearable Sensors

Diagnostic MonitoringApplications

PhysiologicalSensing Capabilities Biochemical Motion

Physiological monitoring could help in both diagnostic 
and ongoing treatment of a vast number of individual 
and neurological, cardiovascular and pulmonary 
diseases such as seizures, hypertension, 
dysrthymias and asthma. Biochemical sensing can 
help continuously track various indicators on organ 
and fluid health. Motion sensing can help in urgent 
medical assistance need for the elderly.

Benefits

q Nearly 20% of Country 1 population lives in the rural areas, but supported 
by only 9% physicians. Outcomes of common conditions such as diabetes 
and heart attack is also worse in the rural areas.

q A shortfall is predicted in primary care providers as health care reforms 
provides insurance to millions of new patients.

q For an ageing population, providing one-on-one elderly care will become 
increasingly difficult and expensive

Market Opportunity for Remote Health Monitoring

Remote Health Monitoring Based on Wearable Sensors  - Overview Remote Health Monitoring Based on Wearable Sensors  - Illustration

Health related information is gathered via body-worn wireless 
sensors and transmitted to the caregiver via an information 
gateway such as a mobile phone. Caregivers can use this 
information to implement interventions as needed.

Key Challenges Expected

Limitations of currently available battery technology

Social stigma attached with wearing sensors

Keeping the product price affordable 

Remote Monitoring using Wearable Health Sensors has the potential 
to bridge the caregiver gap in patient monitoring and care 
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The future of wearable technology will be driven by advancements in 
sensors and algorithms

Future of Wearable Technology Devices
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Current State of Technology
q Wearable devices today use one of the following sensor systems to 

track a variety of activities performed by the user: 
§ Hear rate monitors 

§ Accelerometer 
§ Gyroscopes 
§ Temperature sensors 
§ Respiration sensors 

q Most wearable sensors made of pouring a liquid polymer insulator 
over nanowires attached to a silicon plate

Key Drivers of Wearable Technology Enhancements     (1/2)

Bio-Tech 
Fusion

q Chip and battery technologies are getting smaller and more 
sophisticated, creating a closer relationship between 
wearable devices and the human body

q As this evolution continues it is expected that there will be 
greater integration to a future of computing merged with 
biological systems

Synced
Lifestyle

q As wearable devices take on more key features from 
personal health to communication, they are being designed 
to seamlessly sync with a broader ecosystem of connected 
technologies

q These automated interactions will help streamline specific 
tasks, creating new expectations around the flow of daily life 
within a networked environment

Organic
Computing

q Wearables are improving their tracking capabilities and 
responding to a wider range of human inputs from 
gestures to biometrics, opening the door for a more 
natural form of communication and computing

q As these interfaces evolve, it is expected that a more 
effortless user experience with better access and 
greater flexibility would be available 

Human
Enhancement

q Advancements related to precision, responsiveness 
and control have led to the development of assistive 
technologies that are capable of both restoring and 
augmenting existing senses and abilities

q This can normalize life for individuals, while also 
expanding the types, efficiencies and duration of tasks 
that can now be accomplished

Health
Empowerment

q Sophisticated sensors and algorithms are increasing 
the speed and accuracy of the health-related metrics 
being gathered by wearable devices, empowering 
people to take a more active role in the management 
of their personal well-being

q This holistic view of health can contribute to a model of 
prevention, early diagnosis and continuous care that 
can improve behaviors and lead to a higher quality of 
life

Personalized
Context

q Continuous connectivity is fuelling a free flow of 
information and recognition across devices and 
platforms 

q When situated within a given context, these self-aware 
systems can facilitate connected experiences that 
deliver greater meaning and relevancy into people’s 
lives

Key Drivers of Wearable Technology Enhancements   (2/2)



Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (1/14)

IMEC's wearable electroencephalography (EEG) headset and EKG patch

q EEG headset keeps tabs on the brain activity 

q EKG patch keeps tab on the heart activity
q Heart rate and 3D-accelerometer data are stored in the 

system or streamed to a smartphone 

q The EEG system uses impedance monitoring and
active electrodes to increase the quality of EEG signal
recording, compared to former versions of the system.
The data is then transmitted in real time to a receiver
located up to 10 miles away from the system.

q The IMEC development services are available in the
Country 1 as prototypes only
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Moticon Wireless Sensor Insole

q Moticon is the world's first fully integrated and wireless
sensor insole, according to the company.

q The insole can be used in any shoe to measure the
distribution and motion parameters for patients and
athletes.

q It's currently used for everyday patient monitoring,
rehabilitation measures, and for training analysis in
sports.

q The sensor insole, which is fitted with firmware that
communicates with PC software via a USB radio stick,
is easy to use and doesn't require special training.

q Moticon was awarded the International Innovation
Award for product of the year at the ISPO Sporting
Goods Trade Fair in 2010

q Moticon is commercially available, but distribution in the
U.S. is still in the works.

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (2/14)
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Nuubo Wireless Cardiac Monitoring Program

q The company designs, manufactures and sells a
portfolio of wearable medical technologies for cardiac
prevention, diagnostics, and rehabilitation solutions.

q The tools are based on a wireless ECG remote
monitoring platform that incorporates proprietary
biomedical e-textile technology called BlendFix Sensor
Electrode Technology.

q Nuubo is commercially available, but U.S. distribution is
yet to be determined.

q Pictured alongside is an example of a Nuubo device
being used to monitor the heart rate of an athlete..

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (3/14)
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TmG-BMC Muscle Contraction (MC) Sensor

q TmG-BMC lets users monitor muscle fatigue while
exercising using a muscle contraction (MC) sensor.

q The company's newest product is its MC sensor, which
measures muscle mechanics directly and selectively
under different loads and during exercise. It provides
feedback on individual muscles for contraction and
relaxation speeds, as well as produced force.

q Direct selective muscle assessment offers a new
approach to injury prevention, rehabilitation monitoring,
and training optimization particularly in speed
development.

q TmG-BMC is available in the Country 1

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (4/14)
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Preventice BodyGuardian Remote Monitoring System (RMS)

q It has received 510(k) clearance from the FDA.

q The system was developed in collaboration with Mayo
Clinic and uses algorithms to support remote
monitoring for patients with cardiac arrhythmias.

q It lets doctors monitor key biometrics while patients can
go about their daily lives.

q A small sensor attached to the patient's chest collects
data, including ECG, heart rate, respiration rate, and
activity level. The device then transmits data to
physicians via mobile phone technology. This remote
monitoring of the patient provides a continual
connection between patients and their care teams.

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (5/14)
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Philips Electronics IntelliVue MX40 Wearable Patient Monitor

q The device places telemetry into a compact wearable
patient monitor that can be used to monitor ambulatory
patients and patients during transport.

q The MX40 allows patients to walk around care settings
and has a touch screen display that lets clinicians see
ECG, oxygen saturation (SpO2), and other vital signs in
real time with just a push of a button.

q The device is also watertight to withstand patient
showering, accidental immersion into water, and
disinfectant cleaning.

q The device helps saves nurses' time because it lets
them check on patients' ECG rhythms without making a
call to technicians at central station monitors.

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (6/14)
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Numera BlueLibris Personal Emergency Response and Telehealth Mobile Device

q The device provides two-way, hands-free voice
communication through a cellular network; GPS
location tracking; and automated fall detection
algorithms for Personal Emergency Response Services
(PERS)

q Is also equipped with Numera's Telehealth gateway
technology, allowing patients to upload biometric
measurements from a variety of health devices through
the mobile personal health gateway and receive
personalized reminders to take medications, upload
measurements, and receive coaching specific to health
conditions.

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (7/14)
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Zephyr Technology's BioHarness BT Sensor Technology

q The proprietary technology is used by third-party
makers of products to add biometric monitoring
capabilities to wearable fitness gear.

q An example of that includes Under Armour's
E39 electronic compression garment, which
tracks the wearer's measures, including
breathing and heart rate data, which can be
transmitted to computers or mobile devices.

q Other measures BioHarness BT can monitor are blood
oxygen, ECG, and blood pressure.

q The device also can connect to smart phones for
transmission of the data to the Zephyr portal. From
here, the data can be pushed to an individual's
personal electronic health records and dispatch and
service center Web applications.

q 3M New Ventures, the venture organization of
3M, announced has invested in Zephyr
Technology and is collaborating with the
company for new physiological and
biomechanical sensor and monitoring
applications.

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (8/14)
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BodyMedia Avery Dennison Medical Solutions Wearable Sensor Patch

q The patch combines Avery Dennison Medical
Solutions' proprietary MetriaTM Wearable Sensor
Technology in a skin-friendly patch with BodyMedia's
proprietary algorithms and body monitoring expertise,
which are used in BodyMedia's previously announced
armband monitoring product.

q The wearable patch is initially being used as an
evaluation tool for weight management and monitoring
calorie burn, steps taken, activity levels, and sleep
patterns through multiple sensors that collect more than
5,000 data points per minute. The patch allows that
data to be uploaded to a computer or mobile device for
use as a guideline to determine the need for weight
loss and other wellness efforts.

q The patch, which is worn on the back of the left tricep,
can remain in place for up to seven days, including
while showering.

q Future applications are expected to include corporate
wellness programs, remote elder care and safety, and
monitoring of vital signs for a variety of health
conditions.

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (9/14)
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Zoll LifeVest Wearable Heart Monitoring Defibrillator

q The device monitors heart patients at risk for sudden
cardiac arrest. If a life-threatening heart rhythm is
detected, the device delivers a shock to restore normal
heart rhythm.

q The device can be used for a wide range of patient
conditions or situations, including following a heart
attack, and before or after bypass surgery or stent
placement.

q It's also suitable for patients with cardiomyopathy or
congestive heart failure. The vest also can be used as
a temporary safeguard while a patient's physician
evaluates the individual's long-term arrhythmic risk and
treatment plans.

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (10/10)
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q Researchers at National Taiwan University
have created a tooth-embedded sensor that will catch
you in an unhealthy act, whatever it may be, and lets
your doctor know so he can shame you during your
next check-up.

q The sensor consists of a tiny circuit that fits inside a
tooth cavity and can be rigged into dentures and dental
braces.

q The circuit is able to recognize the jaw motions of
drinking, chewing, coughing, speaking, and smoking,
and the results get sent directly to your doctor’s
smartphone.

q So far in experimental trials, the sensor correctly
identified oral activities and motions 94% of the time.
The next step will be installing a rechargeable internal
battery and wireless communication. Researchers are
also looking into constructing a recharging and storage
unit “similar to that of an electric toothbrush,” since
some users must remove artificial teeth before sticking
the sensor in.

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (11/14)

Wi-Fi Enabled Tooth Embedded Sensor (Smart Tooth)
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q These diapers can potentially detect urinary tract
infections, kidney issues, dehydration, and even type
one diabetes. Those are critical issues for young
children and detecting issues early could keep your
child from becoming ill.

q The front of the smart diaper contains a panel of colour
squares. Embedded into each square are dry reagents.
These reagents are similar to the colour urine dipsticks
patients commonly used in physicians’ offices.

q Each colour on the panel of the diaper represents an
interaction with proteins, water content, or bacteria. The
colour squares change colour if the chemical reaction is
outside normal health parameters. A smartphone takes
a picture of the colour panel, analyzes the data, and
sends an alert to the baby’s doctor if a problem is
detected.

q The diaper is yet to be submitted to F&DA for approval.
q It is expected that the diapers will cost about 30 percent

more than normal diapers when they retail. If you get in
on the Indiegogo campaign of the startup, you can buy
30 days of diapers for $90, three months worth for
$240, or a year’s worth for $800. The company is also
offering to put pictures of 10 children on its diaper
boxes at the cost of $2,500 per child.

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (12/14)

Pixie Scientific Smart Diapers
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q BioMan Fabric from Taiwanese smart clothing company AiQ jersey is made
from a conductive fabric sewn together from stainless steel yarns. It monitors
vital signs, such as heart rate, respiration rate and skin temperature, and with
integrated Bluetooth connectivity, sends that information to a smartphone for
analysis.

q Embedded steel threads within the shirt provide the electrical conductivity
that allows for vitals sensing. The material can be further customized to
potentially measure skin moisture and electrophysiological signals such as
EKG, electroencephalography (EEG), or electromyography (EMG). The
BioMan shirt is different from other wearable monitors as the sensors
are integrated into the garment so that the wearer doesn’t have to worry
about misplacing or forgetting to wear them.

q In addition to BioMan, AiQ offers a variety of other smart clothing textiles.

q Its NeonMan line uses LED strands and buttons, along with small,
integrated battery packs, to enhance the wearer's nighttime visibility.

q Its ShieldMan fabric uses a metal mesh construction that allows for
casual clothing that shields the wearer from electromagnetic
radiation.

q ThermoMan fabric line keeps the wearer warm using uniquely coated
stainless steel yarn to ensure the wearer’s safety and to maintain
fabric softness.

q In May 2014, Intel partnered with AiQ to develop new products.
q Other brands building similar products include Hexoskin, Athos, Fraunhofer

Fitness Shirt and OMsignal

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (13/14)

AiQ Smart Clothes
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q Sensoria's smart socks, which have been under
development for two years and recently reached the
prototype stage, rely on sensor-equipped textile materials
coupled with an attachable activity tracker.

q They keep tabs on your weight distribution and the form of
your foot during standing, walking and running.

q The Sensoria tracker stores the data and allows for
wireless upload to a home computer and real-time
uploading to a smartphone.

q Once uploaded, the user can analyze the data. A sample
screen on Sensoria's website shows a variety of
information organized onto a single screen, including a
step counter, an analysis indicating overpronation and a
sleep tracker. In the field, the Sensoria sock system
includes a virtual coaching feature for helping to maximize
the efficacy of each workout.

Upcoming Wearable Health Remote Monitoring Devices               (14/14)

Sensoria Fitness Smart Socks
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BAN is a network of low power devices that can work in tandem to 
give real time health and fitness support to its users

Body Area Network: Overview

Definition
q Body Area Networks are a communication standard for low power devices that operate on, 

in or around the human body  to serve a variety of applications including medical, consumer 
electronics / personal entertainment and others

BAN in Action

q In a typical scenario the BAN will connect various sensors that measure the user’s motion, speed, location, acceleration, direction, temperature, heart beat 
rate, breath rate, blood pressure, ECG and other parameters and transfer this data to data to a processing units

q This whole network can then be connected to external devices for monitoring and remote care

1

2

3

1 ECG & Tilt Sensor

2 Activity Monitor

3 Motion Sensor

BODY AREA
NETWORK

DATA
SHARED WITH
PERSONAL
SERVER

Caregiver

Medical Server

Physician

Emergency

BLUETOOTH

GPRS
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As an emerging technology, Body Area Network has applications in 
the areas of remote patient care and emergency care services
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Body Area Network 
Research Paper

Body Area Network: Applications

Medical Applications Non-Medical Applications

q Vital Signs Monitoring

q Respiration Monitoring

q ECG 

q Glucose Monitor

q Muscle Tension Monitor

q Disability Assistance

q Video Streaming 

q Data File Transfer

q Sports

q Entertainment Applications

Control Applications 
q Most of wearables provide more convenient ways for users to interact to 

other devices

q Connecting these wearables to a home network or a computer will 
typically extend their functionality

q For example some wearables like smart watches could be used to 
control a number of devices at home 

Emergency Response 
q BAN will make it also possible to locate people during natural disasters

q The use of BAN and wearables in case of a fire can help fire fighters to 
quickly rescue people in danger rather than searching for them

Managed Body Sensor Network
q A managed body sensor network (MBSN) is defined as a system where 

the third party makes decisions based the data collected from one or 
many BSN

q MobiHealth a MBSN, provides sensor information to qualified medical 
professionals, where data from multiple patients could be monitored in 
an aggregate form



Even data privacy issues are set aside, there are some technical 
challenges that have to be overcome for BAN to be successful
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Body Area Network: Challenges

q Body Area Networks still face many challenges that are holding back its wide spread adoption

q The technology needs to be compliant with certain hardware and connectivity specifications to 
prove its usability in applications such as medical and health care industry

1 HARDWARE LIMITATIONS 4 COMPLEXITY 

q Some sensors in the BAN may be limited by the capacity of 
the power source

q The sensors must be of a reasonable size so that user doesn’t 
encounter any disability due to the attached hardware

q Since the sensors may be embedded to the user’s body they 
have to be of high quality

q Due to the number of sensors and complicated installation 
process of the in-body sensors, BANs are a complex systems

q This associates many use difficulties that can affect the 
customer satisfaction about the technology. 

2 COST 5 ENCRYPTION 

q Cost plays a key role in wide spread adoption of any new 
technology

q The cost associated with body sensor networks and current 
monitoring systems is still pretty high due to the complex 
manufacturing technology 

q Encryption is required to enhance data integrity of exchanged 
information 

q However encryption algorithms requires high computational 
power and consequently higher power consumption

3 PRIORITY MANAGEMENT 6 INTERFERENCE 

q Sending and receiving data must be a subject to priority.

q Crucial tasks like emergency alerts must be submitted in 
priority above all tasks

q Surrounding people can have their own BAN as well

q Transmission between different components across the BAN 
must be reliable and never interfere with sensors in other 
applications or in other BANs
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Participant Type Players Key  Differentiator Current Market Participation Status

Athletic Apparel & 
Equipment 
Manufacturers

q Have strong brand awareness and  
credibility in sports wear

q Large marketing budgets, sales teams and 
customer knowledge

q Products are already in the market 

q These players are fighting for market leadership 
with the startups

Technology Based 
Wearable Startups

q Are more nimble and have inherent 
strengths in technological knowhow and 
innovation

q These players have achieved deep market 
penetration

q With investor funding, these players are currently 
focusing on customer acquisition and top line 
growth rather than profitability

Mobile App Driven 
Companies 

q Have a rich user base built using freemium  
model 

q They offer device agnostic flexibility

q These players have a loyal customer base

q App makers are increasingly becoming important 
for hardware manufacturers (acquiring customers 
by offering them known app friendly device 
interface)

Currently, the fight for supremacy within the wearable fitness device 
market is between athletic apparel brands and tech startups

Market Landscape (1/6)
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Participant Type Players Key  Differentiator Current Market Participation Status

Horizontal Wearable 
Devices 
Manufacturers

q Strong user penetration level through 
existing distribution channels

q Unparalleled access to user base and data, 
capability in mobile software and hardware 
ecosystem

q Market hasn’t responded enthusiastically to most 
of these devices

q Whether their devices can become a 
replacement for a mobile phone or an accessory 
is still to be figured out by the market/ consumer

Health Monitoring 
Devices 
Manufacturers

q Knowledge and strengths in technology 
and regulatory framework

q They have the strength of their existing 
network in medical sector and patient care 
distribution channel

q Currently most of these players are laggards in 
terms of market presence, technology or design

q Conventional products targeting patients lack the 
design and usability to appeal to new age fitness 
conscious mass consumer segment

Consumer electronics companies and health monitoring device 
makers are yet to tap into the market potential

Market Landscape (2/6)
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Product Player Market

q Nike is the clear leader with track record of innovation 
dating back to 2006 when they first introduced the Nike+ 
platform and partnered with Apple

q In a 2014 interview Nike CEO said that they plan to 
expand Fuel’s customer base from 30m currently to 
over 100m and their partnership with Apple will be 
critical to achieve this

q Having built a rich  ecosystem of devices, apps, and 
digital services it is now focussed on software

q Nike is currently focussing on the software side of the 
experience but they will make wearable devices going 
forward and it will be integrated into other products 
that it makes and expand Nike Fuel’s customer base

q Adidas has made some investments in the miCoach 
training platform 

q The new miCoach Smart Running watch, needs to do 
much more to catch up to Nike

q By focusing on a specific customer segment, runners, 
Adidas has built a highly focused device with features 
that are likely to appeal to the serious runner 

q At $399, the price could be a barrier given there are 
many more affordable options on the market

q Under Armour announced a $150M acquisition of 
MapMyFitness - an app that tracks and analyzes 
workouts. This is a major step and underscores the 
importance of building a community platform. 

q Products include Armour39 chest band & watch and 
E39 compression shirt with an embedded chest sensor

q Under Armour should consider growing the 
MapMyFitness community and creating an ecosystem 
of branded devices that work better with this platform,
while maintaining interoperability with other devices

q Polar, a leader in hear rate monitors, recently announced a fitness band that seems way 
too familiar to the Nike Fuelband

q Finally, Garmin a leader in GPS watches  with strong following with elite runners, bikers, 
and tri-athletes, launched the Vivofit fitness bands

Nike is the clear leader; other players adopting diverse product 
approaches are focusing on the sports/ fitness enthusiast segment

Market Landscape: Athletic Apparel & Equipment Manufacturers (3/6)
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Jawbone is one of the leading technology based startups that has 
been very successful due to its holistic tracking approach

Market Landscape: Technology Based Wearable Startups (4/6)

q Jawbone started as an audio technology company that developed and sold wearable technology

q Jawbone introduced fitness wearable device in late 2011. They however, experienced some quality issues and had to halt production 1 month 
after launch

q Jawbone Founder and CEO, Hosain Rahman, has said that the company is an end to end experiences business: 

§ Hardware is a key component with a lot of intelligence integrated to it, that can deliver a range of rich services and consumer experience

§ The company is global in nature with headquarters in San Francisco and products sold in 40 countries around the world
§ The location of the company at the heart of software development and design talent pool is major strength for Jawbone

q Jawbone offers a host of tracking 
capabilities like food tracking, sleep 
tracking, and even manual mood 
tracking. This is good for richer set of 
data to drive insights but can 
potentially overwhelm users

q Jawbone has a strong understanding of Big Data 
analytics

q They have been investing heavily in this space and 
already provide some level of insights to its user 
base through the UP app

q They have also partnered with universities 
to create some interesting studies on sleep 
patterns

q Jawbone has strong brand awareness through their 
Bluetooth headsets and wireless speakers. It is seen as an 
innovative company with great designed products

q This provides great credibility that they can build high 
quality, attractive, and innovative products

q Jawbone already has strong 
distribution relationships and can 
leverage the sales teams to sell their 
UP band
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Fitbit has been very successful in promoting its products through third 
party endorsements and in corporate wellness programs

Market Landscape: Technology Based Wearable Startups (5/6)

REASONS FOR FITBIT’S SUCCESS

Product went beyond the standard offerings of the day 

q Fitbit was much more successful because it re-imagined the traditional 
pedometer, using data to create an interaction with the consumer and 
the pedometer

Traditional pedometers lacked mass-market appeal

q Old pedometers failed because they did not provide any additional 
value to the user beyond a simple step count

q They were largely marketed to sports and fitness gurus but less to the 
general public, marking a lost opportunity for mass market

q Once phones became advanced enough to track a user’s steps, 
traditional pedometers became obsolete

Focus on user experience
q Some of Fitbit’s success could be credited towards its technological 

improvement over its predecessors

q While the Fitbit was more accurate, it was the efforts that it made 
beyond the actual devise to make the experience better for its users. 
Specifically, Fitbit offers 

§ Advanced analytics
§ An alignment with partners and 
§ Social network allowed users to compare, compete and motivate 

each other

In many ways Fitbit works in the same way as any other pedometer that came before it. In its basic form, it measures the distance walked 
throughout the day

Fitbit’s innovation risk

q Fitbit creators recognized that wireless and sensor technology had to 
be in place in order for the product to be successful

q Fitbit’s patents show that the company primarily focused on 
developing accelerometer and altimeter technologies to sense user 
movement and track distance and altitude of steps

q Creating the accelerator technology, algorithms, and online platform 
were all within Fitbit control, and thus innovation risk was minimized

Fitbit is currently distributed through a 
number of big box retailers, specialty 
fitness stores, technology stores like 

Apple, cell phone companies like 
Verizon, affiliates who simply get a 

commission for selling it on their 
website or blog, and online retailers 

like Amazon as well as via its own 
website.
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Last year almost 70% of all fitness devices sold were from Fitbit; 
Fitbit gets much more units sold per unique visitor on its webpage

Market Landscape: Technology Based Wearable Startups (6/6)

REASONS FOR FITBIT’S SUCCESS

Fitbit’s Market Share
q 2013, Fitbit shipped 67% of all activity tracking devices. Fitbit devices also accounted for 

77% of the ‘full body activity trackers’ shipped during the 5 weeks leading up to December 
2013

q Fitbit products are carried in more than 20,000 North American retail stores, and a total of 
30,000 stores around the globe

q As of August 2013, Fitbit, which boasts 180 employees, announced a $43 million funding 
round brining its total investment to a reported $96 million

Media Spend Page Visits Conversion Rate

UNITS SOLD, ‘000

$900K

$6.8M

$2.9M

1.6M

3M

7.4M
2%

1.6%

2%

112

32 17
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Ü FOCUS ON SOFTWARE & MOBILE APPS

Some players are focused on software development; Promotion 
channels include event/individual sponsorships and corporate tie-ups

Growth Strategies Prevalent in the Market (1/2)

q Companies like Fitbit and Nike plan to focus more on software related offerings 

§ Approximately, two-third of Fitbit’s engineers focus on software related offerings and it 
plans to hire more software engineers to work on its online and mobile tools

§ Nike plans to reduce the headcount of its hardware team and focus on fitness and 
athletic software

Ü PROMOTION THROUGH THIRD PARTY ENDORSEMENTS

q Some players are partnering with beverage makers like Coke and Red Bull to promote 
their products 

§ Fitbit has been successful in the area of third party endorsements and referrals from 
user feedback on social media and stockist websites. Red Bull encourages use of Fitbit 
devices as part of its corporate initiatives

§ Misfit introduced a special edition of its product in association with Coca Cola‘s “Get the 
Ball Rolling” initiative in the Country 1 that motivates people do be more active

Ü PROMOTION THROUGH SPONSORSHIPS

q Promotions are also done through sponsorships of events and individuals

§ Nike markets its products by involving famous athletes such as Lance Armstrong for 
Nike+ FuelBand and Maria Sharapova for Nike+ Training Club

§ Accusplit focuses on pedometers. It sponsors the Annual World Walk to Wellness event 
and provides walking guides for specific groups such as older people, people with weight 
or bone related problems

Ü CO-BRANDED PRODUCTS

q TomTom is perhaps the only player 
that partners with a leading market 
player to co-develop a product 

q TomTom sells its co-branded products 
with Nike, while continuing to make 
independent products as well

Ü LIMITED PORTFOLIO & EMPHASIS ON 
RESEARCH

q Players like Polar and Sprortline 
publicize their focus on R&D and 
patented technology

q Players like Accusplit, don’t have a 
wide range of products but have an 
impressive depth

q Most of these players claim of market 
leading technology for accuracy etc.
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Ü STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

Product development partnerships are common. Device makers have 
partnered with design studios, sports bodies, training institutes etc.

Growth Strategies Prevalent in the Market (2/2)

q Strategic partnerships for product design, development and improvement is  common

§ Fitbit entered in a partnership with Tory Burch, to develop a fashionable line of necklace 
and wristband accessories designed to hold its latest line of products

§ Misfit, which has won many awards for product design has a long-term strategic 
partnership with Pearl Studios to co-develop a series of wearable products

§ Polar partners with the International Ski Federation, Tennis Europe, Les Mills 
International Limited, European College of Sport Science for its product development 
and promotion efforts 

§ Bodymedia partners with various third party applications that can provide insights on 
the health related data that has been generated by the device. Some of the partners 
include Myfitnesspal, Fitbit, Tactio, IBM, RunKeeper

Ü MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

q Some players are following an aggressive inorganic growth strategy

§ Jawbone made 3 acquisitions in 2013
− Two were app development and design firms (Visere & Massive Health) and one 

(BodyMedia) has 87 patents and makes wearable monitors with expertise in 
medical devices

§ In Jan 2012, Salutron merged with Linea Research Corporation
− Linea Research specializes in design and application of near infrared spectroscopy 

for medical applications

− Salutron plans to leverage Linea's research and development capabilities in its 
future product developments

Ü LEVERAGE BRAND TO CREATE A 
HOLISTIC PROVIDER IMAGE

q Players like Nike and Adidas leverage 
on their global brand identity as a 
fitness equipment and apparel 
company, while targeting customers 

q Health monitoring device companies 
like Withings project their 
measurement accuracy and body 
composition monitoring credentials

Ü CRITICAL RECOGNITION

q A number of players have secured 
critical recognition for their product 
design and have received awards

q Some players are partnering with 
design studios for developing products 
that can also be used as fashion 
accessory
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Most players sell across online (company website & e-commerce 
site) and retail (mass market & specialty/ exclusive) channels

q Most players target customers across age-groups

q The following table shows the focus customer segments for some of 
the leading market players :

Target Segment

Feature rich premium devices

Female fitness enthusiasts

Athletes, Instructors, Students, Gyms

Schools, Students, Teachers, Senior Citizens

Youth

Athletes

Corporate employee, Government, Education

Corporate employee
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Distribution Channel (1/2)

q All the device makers have their own online stores apart from which 
they also sell at other leading sites like Amazon etc. and through 
retail outlets like Bestbuy, Target etc.

q Some additional channels apart from the ones mentioned include:

Sports Good Retailers

Own Stores

Sold by Mobile Operators (AT&T, 
T-Mobile, Verizon)



E-commerce websites and the device maker’s own website are the 
most common distribution channels of this market
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Distribution Channel (2/2)

Sports Goods 
Retailers Mass Merchant E-commerce 

Website
Device Makers' 

Website
Telecom 

Operator's Website

O

O

O O

O

O

O O

O O O

O O

O O

O O O

O O

O O O
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Fitbit has partnered with a leading fashion designer to promote Fitbit 
Flex. It is marketing products through corporate wellness programs

Growth and Market Positioning Product Development Target Customers & Distribution 
Channel Partnerships 

Focus on Software
q Approximately, two-third of Fitbit's 

engineers focus on software related 
offerings 

q Plans to hire more and invest more 
on online and mobile tools

Promotion Strategy
q Thrives on third party endorsement 

and referrals from user feedback on 
social media and stockist websites 

q Companies like Red Bull encourage 
use of Fitbit devices as part of 
corporate wellness initiatives

q Fitbit follows a national account 
strategy to control pricing 

Product Design
q Offers smaller and more power-

efficient technologies  with a focus 
on simplicity and integrated 
functionality, designed to appeal to 
as many people as possible

Fashion Accessory
q Fitbit entered in a partnership with 

Tory Burch, to develop a 
fashionable line of necklace and 
wristband accessories designed to 
hold the Fitbit Flex

Targets Across Age Groups
q Fitbit targets health conscious 

people (across age groups), 
corporates & enterprises and 
hospitals & clinics

q Plans to sell products to self-insured 
employers who distribute fitness 
products to their employees 

Direct & Indirect Online Channel

q Fitbit sells its products through -
Direct Channel: Fitbit online store -
Retail Channel: Best Buy, Target, 
24 Hour Fitness, Brookstone and 
REI

Clinical Studies Partnership
q The Massachusetts General 

Hospital utilizes Fitbit in clinical 
studies

Corporate Wellness Programs

q Corporate wellness agencies such 
as ShapeUp and Limeade also use 
Fitbit

STRATEGY

COMPANY
Overview

q Founded in 2007, Fitbit develops hardware and software platforms to monitor person's health 
related activities. It is headquartered in San Francisco

q Fitbit claims a ~97% accuracy in its devices

q Products are sold worldwide and are available in 30,000 stores across 28 countries

Size
q Revenue $ 73 million (2013)

q As of 2013, company was valued at $ 300 million by investors

q In 2013, Fitbit had a 58% market share of wearable bands, in terms of volume

PRODUCT OFFERINGS
q Devices range from $ 60-100, and can track calories burned, sleep quality, steps and distance

q Devices are encrypted with wireless technology and can sync with PCs and smartphones. It can automatically upload 
all information to Fitbit’s website

Mobile and Online 

q Fitbit has mobile applications for ios, android and windows platforms, where users can manually log nutrition and 
other health information and set personal fitness goals

q Fitbit offers both free and subscription based online services
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Jawbone is acquiring hardware and software specialists, to drive 
inorganic growth and gain expertise in product development

Growth and Market Positioning Product Development Target Customers & Distribution Channel

Growth via Acquisitions

q Plans to gain technical expertise in both hardware and 
software product development through acquisitions

q Made 3 acquisitions in 2013. Two were app development and 
design firms and one (BodyMedia) has 87 patents and makes
wearable monitors with expertise in medical devices:  

̶ Visere - Portland based digital design firm that has 
previously worked with Nike

̶ Massive Health - San Francisco based application 
development , user experience and design firm

̶ BodyMedia - Pennsylvania based firm makes wearable 
body monitors. Only platform of its kind that is registered 
with the FDA as a Class II medical device

Industry Leading Technology

q Jawbone products utilize the MotionX sensor-
based technology solutions, which is also used 
by Nike, Apple, Texas Instruments, Pioneer 
and JVC

Data Analytics Focus

q Post 2013, Jawbone upgraded its product and 
added new features related to data analytics 

q Plans to collect more data in the future and 
integrate it with activity-tracking apps

q It also introduced new apps specific to android 
platform

q Targets corporate, education, and 
government organizations

Distribution through Mobile Network 
Operators

q Direct Channel: Jawbone Online Store

q Retail Channel: AT&T, Amazon, Apple, 
BestBuy, InMotion, Mac Borneo, Radio 
Shack, SkyMall, Sprint, T-Mobile and 
Verizon

STRATEGY

COMPANY
Overview

q Founded in 1999, San Francisco based, Jawbone develops portable audio devices and 
wearable technological devices 

q It is funded by Sequoia Capital, Khosla Ventures, and Andreessen Horowitz

Size
q In 2013, Jawbone had a 21% market share of wearable bands in volume terms

q Estimated to generate $ 600 million in revenue in 2014. However, most of its revenue comes 
from Jambox, a compact speaker

PRODUCT OFFERINGS
q Offers two variants in wearable bands: Up ($ 80) and Up 24 ($ 150). Monitors daily activity, sleep patterns, and eating 

habits. Allows syncing with PC and smartphone

q It can also share regular reminders of daily goals and delivers automatic summaries every morning

Mobile and Online 

q Includes mobile applications for ios and android

q Jawbone’s API is integrated with 10 other apps including Maxwell Health, MapMyFitness, MyFitnessPal etc. App 
interface offers personalized food library, restaurant menus, food score, weight goals, and insights
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Nike is receding from hardware manufacturing and is more focused 
on  software and mobile app development 

Growth and Market Positioning Product Development Partnerships 

Reducing Presence in Hardware

q In 2013-14, Nike reduced headcount of its hardware 
team and realigned its focus on fitness and athletic 
software. Nevertheless, Nike will continue to sell the 
second-generation FuelBand SE

Promotion Strategy

q Nike has primarily marketed its products by involving 
famous athletes such as Lance Armstrong for Nike+ 
FuelBand and Maria Sharapova for Nike+ Training 
Club

Emphasis on Software Development

q Nike introduced Nike+ Fuel Lab, which will partner 
with companies that will be given workspace and a 
budget of $ 50,000 to build software that integrates 
with Nike

q Nike will get a 3% stake in each company

Partnership with Technology Leaders

q Nike has collaborations with Apple, TomTom and 
Microsoft for some of its offerings

̶ Apple and Nike collaborated for offering Nike+ 
for iPod, which is a wireless system

̶ TomTom collaborated with Nike for Nike+ 
SportWatch

̶ Microsoft collaborated with Nike for developing 
Nike+ Kinetic Training Club for the Xbox 
platform

q As per industry analysts, in future, Nike could be 
expected to partner with Apple for hardware 
development

STRATEGY

COMPANY
Overview

q Nike entered the fitness monitoring segment, in 2006 when it introduced Nike+ for iPod nano, 
which could sync with iPod and allowed performance tracking

q Thereafter, Nike entered the multi-sports category and launched Nike+ SportWatch (2011), 
Nike+ Fuelband (2012), Nike+ Kinetic (2012)

Size q In 2013, Nike owned 14% market share of wearable bands, in terms of volume

PRODUCT OFFERINGS
q Nike+ SportWatch: Captures location information while showing runners their time, distance, pace, and calories 

burned

q Nike+ Fuelband: Wristband that counts steps, intensity of workouts and enables sleep tracking

Mobile and Online 

q Nike+ Running App: Allows runners to track, share and compare their performance. This app connects with 
nikeplus.com as well.

q Nike+ Training Club: Mobile app that allows individuals to choose four-week programs or one-off workouts

q Nike+ Move: Mobile App that measures how individuals are leveraging their Nike Fuelband
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TomTom partners with Nike to develop co-branded fitness trackers. It 
plans to continue making co-branded and independent devices

Growth and Market Positioning Target Customers & Distribution Channel Partnerships 

Leverage Expertise in Location Based Products

q Leverage technical expertise of its other business 
divisions to develop technologically superior 
products for its fitness monitoring segment

Expand Sports Watch Portfolio
q Plans to expand its presence in the sports watch 

segment, which would include fitness monitoring 
features as well

Athletes are the Main Focus Segment

q The major target segment for the company includes 
active sportsmen with major focus on cyclists, 
runners, and swimmers

q TomTom has an extensive distribution network 
comprising online stores, retail outlets, and 
distributors

̶ TomTom's online store and other online 
stores such as Amazon, FRYS, Target etc.

̶ Retail outlets such as Costco, Sears, Walmart 
etc.

̶ Distribution network that includes TomTom's 
authorized dealers, D&H Distributing, and 
Wynit

Partnership with Nike for Co-Branded Products

q In 2011, TomTom launched sports watches with 
fitness monitoring features in partnership with 
Nike

q In 2013, TomTom came up with its own range of 
sports watches that it manufactured independently

q The company plans to continue both the co-
branded as well as the independent sports 
watches in the market

STRATEGY

COMPANY

Overview

q Established in 1991, TomTom is headquartered in Amsterdam and specialises in 
making navigation and mapping products

q It has four business units: Consumer, Automotive, Licensing and Telematics

q The personal fitness monitoring segment falls under Consumer business unit of 
TomTom

Size q The Consumer business segment (of which the fitness monitoring is a part) 
earned revenues of EUR 567 million in 2013

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

q It manufactures GPS sports watches and other location-based products. 

q It offers fitness tracking devices that monitor different health parameters such as cardio, calories 
intake, heart rates etc
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Accusplit is a research and innovation focused company that actively 
promotes walking as a lifestyle habit to promote its pedometers

Growth and Market Positioning Product Development Target Customers & Distribution 
Channel Partnerships 

Promotion through Events
q Accusplit sponsors events like the 

Annual World Walk to Wellness

q Accusplit founder W. Ron Sutton 
has partnered with CBS 
Productions to introduce a 
pedometer-based Activity Wellness 
program based on the television 
reality show, “Survivor

q Offers pedometer walking guide for 
specific groups such as older 
people, people with weight or bones 
related problems

Focuses on R&D and Innovation
q Accusplit holds a patent for 

pedometer accuracy, making them 
the industry leader in innovation and 
quality

̶ Invented the Digital 
Stopwatch in 1972

̶ Invented the Memory 
Stopwatch in 1978. 

̶ Invented Accurate Distance 
Pedometer in 1987

Targets Across Age Groups and Health 
Condition

q Schools, students, teachers 
especially in the 4 - 12 grade

q Senior citizens and people with 
weight or bone related problems or 
diabetes patients

Leading Experts and Health Centres
q Accusplit has teamed with notable 

experts, including Stanford 
University, the Cooper Institute, and 
walking expert Robert Sweetgall, to 
create various wellness programs 
that can suit people of all kinds of 
activity levels

q Partnership with Joslin Diabetes 
Center to promote usage of 
pedometers in people with Diabetes

STRATEGY

COMPANY Overview
q Established in 1980, Accusplit is based in Livermore, California

q It manufactures professional stop watches and pedometers

Size q Approximate revenues of $ 3 million

PRODUCT OFFERINGS q Accusplit manufactures a wide range of pedometers and also holds a patent in 
pedometer accuracy
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Misfit’s activity and sleep tracking devices have won awards for their 
design. It targets the youth with the fashion appeal of its products

Growth and Market Positioning Product Development Target Customers & Distribution 
Channel Partnerships 

Promotion Strategy

q To promote the product, Misfit has 
emphasized on seamless 
integration of the device in people’s 
daily lifestyles

q Introduced a special edition of 
Shine in red colour in association 
with Coca Cola‘s “Get the Ball 
Rolling” initiative in the Country 1, 
which aims at inspiring people to be 
more active in their daily routine

Winner of Many Design Awards

q Aims to develop products with 
aesthetically pleasing designs 

q Another focus of the company is to 
provide ease of use to its customers

q It has come up with many 
accessories that allow people to 
wear it on their hip, neck, wrist, 
shoes, chest, shirt etc.

Fundraising for Product Development

q Misfit aims to develop more 
products in 2014 for which it has 
raised $ 15 million

Focus on Youth Segment

q While Misfit does not mention a 
specific target group, but all 
marketing efforts feature young 
population and revolve around their 
lifestyles

Direct & Indirect Online Channel
q Misfit's online store

q Available in retail stores such as 
Apple Store, Best Buy, Target etc

q Online stores such as Target 

Partnership for Product Design

q Misfit announced a long-term 
strategic partnership with Pearl 
Studios. Together they would co-
develop a series of wearable 
products

q As part of the partnership, Mladen 
Barbaric, co-founder of Pearl 
Studios, will serve as Chief 
Industrial Design Officer for Misfit

STRATEGY

COMPANY Overview q Established in 2011, Misfit is a San Francisco based firm that develops and sells wearable 
computing products that track and monitor various health parameters

Size
q Misfit Wearables has raised $ 15.2 million in funding led by Horizons Ventures

q The infusion brings the company’s total backing to $ 23 million, including a $ 7.6 million 
investment in April 2012 that valued the company at $ 21 million

PRODUCT OFFERINGS q Its product offerings include Misfit Shine, an activity tracker and a sleep monitoring device that it develops in 
association with Beddit

Mobile and Online 

q It develops apps that are available on IOS and Android platform 

q It also has an app designed for pebble smartwatch which enables all the data from Misfit's devices to be displayed on 
the smartwatch
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Polar’s products focus on athletic and active lifestyle customers. It 
partners with various sports bodies for promotions and design

Product Development Target Customers Distribution Channel Partnerships 

Product Design
q Emphasis on R&D and innovation. It 

has developed many innovative 
products

̶ Launched world's first 
wireless wearable heart rate 
monitor in 1982

̶ In 2005, it launched world's 
first integrated training system

Targets Active Lifestyle Customers
q It has a wide range of products that 

offer training/coaching programs for 
people having healthier lifestyle

q Most of its advertising and 
marketing is aimed at sports 
enthusiasts

q Its target segments include Fitness 
and health clubs, Training 
instructors, Cyclists, Recreational 
exercisers, Students, Children, 
Endurance athletes, Runners

Worldwide Distribution Network
q Polar manages a distribution 

network supplying to over 35,000 
retail outlets in more than 80 
countries. 

q Its products are also sold online 
through Polar's online store and
other online stores

Partnership with Sports Bodies
q Partnership with International Ski 

Federation (FIS), Tennis Europe, 
Les Mills International Limited, 
European College of Sport Science 
(ECSS)

STRATEGY

COMPANY
Overview

q Established in 1977, Polar Electro is headquartered in Kempele, Finland. It manufactures and 
markets sports instruments and heart rate monitors

q It offers a range of devices in the fitness monitoring segment such as heart rate monitors, 
activity monitors, and training/fitness related apps

PRODUCT OFFERINGS q Polar’s fitness tracking device is the Polar Loop. It performs 24/7 activity tracking and measures daily calories, steps 
and heart rate. It can automatically track sleep time

q Shows resting and sitting times as well as daily activities at low, medium, and high intensities

Mobile and Online 

q Polar Flow web service can perform advanced activity analysis. It stores all the daily activity and makes it easy to 
analyze daily and long-term physical activity

q The Polar Flow mobile app and web service tell the user how much they slept in total and how restful their sleep was
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Skechers is a leading American footwear manufacturer that is 
foraying into the wearable fitness market with a mass market device

Growth and Market Positioning Target Customers & Distribution Channel Partnerships 

Holistic Fitness Provider Brand
q Skechers has received numerous awards for its 

innovative performance footwear lines

q It plans to leverage  on this reputation and global 
brand identity to sell activity trackers as an 
extension of their footwear line

q It aims to become a holistic provider of products 
in walking, running and fitness domains

Retail and Online Distribution Channel
q Distributes through Skechers' Retail 

outlets, mass market retailers throughout the 
United States and online stores such as Amazon

Product Manufacturing and Marketing
q Sports Beat USA is a developer of heart rate 

monitors, activity trackers and equipment circuit 
boards 

q It has an exclusive licensing agreement with the 
Skechers Performance™ Division to produce and 
market the Skechers GOwalk® Activity 
Tracker/Sleep Monitor

STRATEGY

COMPANY
Overview

q Skechers is an American shoe company headquartered in Manhattan Beach, California. It was 
established in 1992 

q Skechers has launched the 'GOwalk Activity Tracker' that monitors and provides real time data 
for activities, calories, and sleep

Size q It makes a wide range of shoes and had an overall revenue of $ 1.8 billion for the year FY 
2013 

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

q The Skechers GOwalk Activity Tracker/Sleep Monitor consists of a wearable wristband with built-in computer chip that 
pairs with a companion smart phone app

q The GOwalk Activity Tracker is a Step, Distance and Calorie tracker with 9 days of memory

q It can measure the user’s sleep cycles and syncs to their mobile device

Mobile
q It also offers an app for easy accessibility of this information on smartphones. Data from the device can automatically 

sync with iOS and Android devices
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Sportline offers a wide range of pedometers that use its own 
proprietary technology. It has a strong focus on women customers

Growth and Market Positioning Product Development Target Customers & Distribution Channel

Focus on Pedometers Only 
q Sportline does not have any 24x7 

activity monitor type devices

q However, it has a pretty impressive 
range of pedometers starting at $ 15 and 
going over $ 40 

Advanced Pedometer Technology
q Sportline claims that it uses a highly 

advanced proprietary pedometer technology 
utilizing a customized motion-sensing 
accelerometer to accurately measure body 
movement from any orientation

Targets Women
q Sport line targets fitness enthusiasts. It also targets women for a lot 

of its products and has introduced a range of heart rate monitors for 
women

Global Retail and Online Distribution Channel
q The company offers its products through distributors and sporting 

goods retailers, as well as online on its website or on other e-
commerce sites like Amazon

q Sportline sells its products through a number of retailers across the 
Country 1. It has a distribution network in 19 countries around the 
world

STRATEGY

COMPANY

Overview

q Sportline is the fitness monitoring equipment brand of EB Brands. The company was 
incorporated in 2002 and is based in Yonkers, New York.

q It manufactures Heart Rate Monitors, Pedometers and Sport Timers (sports watches) as 
well as HydraCoach, an interactive water bottle

q EB Sport Group, the parent company of Sportline acquired Valeo, a fitness gear and 
workplace safety products developer in 2007

Size
q Cortec Group, a New York based private equity firm acquired EB Brands the parent 

company of Sportline

q In 2013 it had revenue of $ 1.4 million  (source)

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

q Sportline pedometers are in the form of belt clips or pocket-able devices

q The higher variants are powered by the Infiniti Motion Sensor that accurately tracks steps, distance and calories in 
any orientation irrespective of the location of the device on the body

Mobile and Online 

q Sportline itself does not develop any fitness monitoring software but some of its equipment have inbuilt apps from 
Runtastic, a leading fitness app
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Apart from measuring daily activity and sleep, Striiv’s fitness band 
and smartwatch, Striiv Touch, can receive calls and text messages

Distribution Channel Target Customers

Online and Retail Distribution Channels 
q Available through Striiv's online store

q It is also available at the Apple store and 
other online stores such as Amazon, 
Best Buy etc.

Targets Customers Across Age Groups
q It has come up with different strategies 

to engage different target groups

q For older people it has launched several 
in-built competition modes to make 
people go against others in health 
related parameters

q For younger people the app includes 
games to engage them while achieving 
their fitness goals

STRATEGY

COMPANY
Overview

q Striiv was established in 2010 and is based out of Redwood City, California. It is a 
technology company that offers fitness monitoring devices and related applications

q It offers pedometers, activity trackers, smartwatches, and fitness bands. 

q In 2011, Striiv Inc. raised $6 million in the first round of venture funding from iD Ventures

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

q Striiv makes pedometers, activity trackers, smartwatches, and fitness bands. These entire devices track various 
health related parameters such as calorie intake, steps, distance, sleep monitoring etc.

q Striiv’s activity measurement device is called Striiv touch. Apart from the usual features, this also has a touch screen 
and users can receive calls and text messages 

Mobile and Online 
q It offers applications to view the data from its fitness monitoring devices and to sync it with smartphones
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BodyMedia got acquired by Jawbone in 2013. Its fitness device is in 
the form of an armband, which is relatively uncommon in the market

Post Acquisition Partnership and Promotion Distribution Channel

q The company has been acquired by Jawbone 
in 2013. So far the products and technologies 
of the two companies have not been integrated

q However, there are reports that Jawbone might 
utilise BodyMedia's technology in its future 
products

Product Design
q The company promotes its armband as useful for health 

professionals to monitor  vital parameters

q It also aims to extend its reach by partnering with various 
third party applications to provide insights on the health 
related data that has been generated by the device

q Some of the partners include Myfitnesspal, Fitbit, Tactio, 
IBM, RunKeeper

Targets Across Age Groups
q Bodymedia's online store. Retail outlets such 

as Brookstone, Costco, Target etc.  Other 
online stores such as Amazon, Best Buy, 
NBCstore etc.

STRATEGY

COMPANY

Overview

q Established in 1999, Bodymedia  was acquired by Jawbone in 2013. 

q The company still manufactures products independently and its products have not been 
integrated with Jawbone's products

q Bodymedia manufactures armbands that can monitor calories burned, moderate and vigorous 
activity, steps, and sleep

Size q In 2013 BodyMedia was acquired for over $ 100 million by Jawbone

PRODUCT OFFERINGS
q BodyMedia’s arm bands can track calories burned, moderate and vigorous activity, steps, sleep, and 

goals.

Mobile and Online 

q Data captured can be viewed on the BodyMedia mobile app

q It also has an online activity manager which is free for the first 6 months and thereafter costs  $ 6.95 
per month
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Intel acquired Basis in 2014 with plans to enter the wearable devices 
market. Basis claims to have the most advanced sensor technology

Growth and Market Positioning Product Development Target Customers & Distribution Channel

One Stop Solution for Fitness Devices

q Basis aims to build a single device that 
captures multiple health parameters 
through various sensors installed in it 

Post Acquisition
q It is likely that Intel will introduce more 

products in future and invest more in R&D 
efforts 

Claimed Technology Superiority 

q Basis claims that it has the most 
advanced sensors on the market, 
capturing heart rate patterns, motion, 
calorie expenditure by activity, multiple 
sleep stages, including REM—even 
perspiration and skin temperature

Premium device

q Overall the main focus of Basis is to build 
a good looking premium device that is 
feature rich and is targeted towards 
fitness enthusiasts

Retail and Online Channel

q Products are sold through retail outlets 
such as BestBuy and online stores such 
as Amazon

STRATEGY

COMPANY
Overview

q Established in 1998, Basis Science Inc. is an Intel company based out of San Francisco. 

q It was acquired by Intel in March 2014 and became an integral part of their New Devices Group

q It develops health and heart rate monitors for fitness and wellness needs

Size

q Initially the Intel Basis deal was pegged at between $ 100 million to $ 150 million

q However, at the beginning of 2014 there were some rumours that Basis was soliciting Google, 
Apple, Samsung, and Microsoft for a buyout at a price point below $ 100 million

q Intel has not disclosed the deal details

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

q The Basis Band includes an optical blood flow monitor, a 3-axis accelerometer, a perspiration sensor, plus skin and 
ambient temperature sensors

q It uses those sensors to support a behavior change program called Healthy Habits that runs on a compatible Android 
or iOS mobile device

q Users can select “habit cards,” which present goals that become more challenging as users meet them.

Mobile and Online 
q Provides in-depth physiological data, heart rate statistics and detailed sleep data on the Basis Android, iOS and web 

applications
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Salutron markets fitness devices under the LifeTrak and SmartHealth 
brand names. In 2012 it acquired a infrared research company

Growth and Market Positioning Product Development Target Customers & Distribution Channel

Leveraging on Existing Technical Expertise
q Salutron’s presence in wearable fitness segment is 

an extension of its already established presence in 
the fitness technology segment

q It is leveraging on its technical expertise for 
product development

Merger with Research Centre
q In Jan 2012, Salutron merged with Linea Research 

Corporation, a research company that specializes 
in design and application of near infrared 
spectroscopy for medical applications

q Salutron plans to leverage Linea's research and 
development capabilities in physiological 
monitoring in its future product developments

Retail and Online Channel
q It is sold through Salutron's online store. Also 

through retail outlets such as CostCo, Walgreens, 
and CVS and other online stores such as Amazon

q The device is targeted towards fitness enthusiasts 
who track their health and fitness regimens

STRATEGY

COMPANY
Overview

q Established in 1995, Salutron is one of the leading companies in the field of heart rate 
monitoring technology for fitness and health equipment. It is based in Freemont California

q The company's technology is incorporated in several fitness equipment used in gyms for 
brands such as Precor, Nautilus, Star Trac, and Life Fitness

PRODUCT OFFERINGS

q Salutron’s wearable devices in band and watch format, are branded under LifeTrak and SmartHealth brand name

q LIfeTrak automatically tracks calories burned, steps taken, and distance travelled. It is powered by Long-lasting coin 
cell battery

Mobile and Online 

q Data can be shared with iOS and Android based smartphones
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Withings has a strong portfolio of Body Composition Monitors and 
some award winning activity monitoring devices

Growth and Market Positioning Product Development Target Customers & Distribution 
Channel Partnerships 

Interoperability, R&D and Geographic 
Expansion

q In order to reach a wider audience, 
Withings has made its products 
compatible with other third party 
apps to sync its health related data

q It plans to increase its investment in 
research to bring out more 
innovative products and has 
received funding for this

q Withings also plans to increase its 
geographic presence

Focus on Product Design 
q The company has won many 

awards for design of number of its 
products:

̶ Gold IF Design Award 2014 
for wireless blood monitor

̶ IF Design Award 2014

̶ One Star at Observeur du 
Design 2014 for its activity 
tracker Withings Pulse

Targets Across Age Groups
q It plans to reach out to a wide 

audience group ranging from 
younger population to older people 

q Retail outlets such as BestBuy and 
other online stores such as 
Amazon, eBay, Tesco etc.

Partnerships in mhealth
q In Sep 2013, Doro, a Swedish 

mobile phone manufacturer entered 
into a partnership with Withings as a 
specialist connected health partner

q It aims to increase its presence in 
mhealth domain with the help of 
Withings

STRATEGY

COMPANY
Overview

q Established in 2008, Withings is headquartered in Issy les Moulineaux, France and 
manufactures fitness monitoring devices both in the wearables and non wearables segment`

q Its major product categories include body weighing scales, activity trackers, smart baby 
monitors, sleep monitors and heart rate monitors 

PRODUCT OFFERINGS
q Withings Pulse O2 is the company’s activity monitoring device. It can monitor steps, distance walked, elevation 

climbed and calories burned. It can also monitors sleeping cycles

q The device can also measure heart rate and blood oxygen level

Mobile and Online 

q Pulse O2 automatically syncs to smartphones throughout the day. 

q Data is stored in the free secured Withings account in the dedicated web and mobile, Health Mateapps (for iOS and 
Android)
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i. Sleep tracker

ii. Smart watch

iii. Dedicated wearable fitness device

iv. Calorie tracker

v. Pedometer

Source: CEA

As more people buy health and fitness monitoring devices, various 
Activity Monitoring devices have found many interested buyers

Health & Fitness Monitoring Device – Ownership Trends
q Surveys conducted by the Consumer Electronics Association in 2013 indicate that their is increasing adoption of 

various health  & fitness monitoring devices
q The following results are based on a consumer survey of ~1,000 people

IN 2013 ► IN 2012 ►q People who own a health/ fitness monitoring device: 61% 75%

I. Activity Monitors

̶

3%

7%

9%

14%

37%

3%

7%

31%

1%

i. Heart rate monitor

ii. Portable blood pressure monitor

20%

21%

12%

II. Health Monitors

18%

i. BMI Scale

ii. Digital weight scale

9%

16%

6%

III. Body Composition Monitors

13%

2013 2012 q In general, more people are buying 
health and fitness monitoring devices 
(from 2012, 14% more people now own 
a device)

q While the rise in ownership is 
perceptible across all categories of 
devices, it appears that consumers are 
more keen in purchasing the various 
kinds of activity monitors
§ Among activity monitors, an 

increasing number of people are 
purchasing pedometers

§ Smart watches have emerged as a 
fast growing device category which 
many people are adopting

Their are many other health and fitness products which 
are essentially not monitoring devices but have found 
many takers. These devices include Fitness video 
games, Fitness mobile apps, motion sensors etc.

Device Ownership Trends
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Source: CEA

Among women & population with income >$ 75K, more people want 
to own a wearable fitness device than who currently have one

Wearable Fitness Device – Ownership Trends

24%

31%
21%

13%

11%
18%

35%22%

16%

9%

18 - 24 25 - 34 35 - 44

45 - 54 55+

Age Wise#

ASPIRE 
TO OWN

OWNERS

11%

32%

22%

35%

12%

23%

22%

43%

< $25 K $25 K - $50 K

$50 K - $75 K > $75 K

59%

41%
50%50%

Men Women

Income Wise Gender Wise

ASPIRE 
TO OWN

OWNERS

ASPIRE 
TO OWN

OWNERS

q Just about all the age groups are currently 
adequately served

q The 25 – 34 and the 45 – 54 age groups are 
currently underserved , while the youth 
segment (18 - 24) is over served 

q Most income segments are adequately 
served

q The only potential segment that is currently 
underserved is that of people with annual 
income of over $75K

q Currently, women are a hugely underserved 
segment

q Targeting some of the most underserved population segments would make more sense for device makers like Company 1
q Based on age, income and gender the current underserved categories are:

Age: 25 – 34 & 45 – 54; Income: >$75K; Gender: Women

# - Age wise ownership data is from the Consumer Electronics Association. 
There is another set of data from a Endeavour  Partners report which has 
been shown in the next slide
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U.S.  Population Device Ownership Age Group

18 – 24 

25 – 34 

35 – 44 

45 – 54 

55 – 64 

65 + 

Source: Endeavour Partners 

Seniors (65+) are currently an underserved market; people in the age 
group of 18 – 34 are prolific users of activity monitors

Age Wise Country 1 Population and Activity Monitors – Ownership Trends

13%

18%

18%19%

15%

17%

17%

25%

19%

16%

16%

7%

OWNERS

POPULATION

q There are a large number of young age adopters, most 
of whom fall into the 25-34 age bracket

q These users are primarily focused on fitness 
optimization 

q Then there is a group of older adopters between age 
55-64, who are focused on improving overall health and 
extending their life span

q There is a broad opportunity to launch wearable 
products and services targeting different cohorts, and 
specific personas within those cohort18 – 24 -4 45 – 54 3

25 – 34 -7 55 – 64 -1

35 – 44 -1 65 + 10

Difference in U.S. Population and Device Ownership Profile 
(Population – Ownership in percentage points)
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Source: CEA

A 2013 survey shows that most consumers buy from sports goods 
and mass market retailers and price is an important deciding criteria

Reasons for buying a 
wearable fitness device

Purchase Behavior of  Fitness Device Consumers

9%

15%

19%

19%

26%

46%

47%

52%

Channels through which 
the purchase is made 

7%

8%

9%

16%

26%

30%

31%Sports goods retailers

Mass merchant

Online - at a retailer's website

General electronics store

Online - at a manufacturer's website

Fitness centre/gym

Drug/Grocery store

To stay motivated

Achieve fitness goals

Monitor physical activity (level/intensity)

Recommended by acquaintance

Guidance on diet

Recommended by physician

Training for competition

Reduce insurance cost

Key product 
selection criteria

84%

88%

89%

90%

95%

95%

96%Price

Battery life

Size/ Fit

Water resistance

Ease of cleaning

Weight

User interface

Typical usage of 
the device

28%

40%

46%

54%

56%

60%

64%Measure calories burned

Measure distance

Measure heart rate

Measure steps

Measure calories consumed

Measure BP

Measure sedentary behavior

Frequency of 
usage

Everyday 47%

Few times a year 2%

Never 2%

Once/Twice a month 6%

Once a week 11%

Few times a week 32%
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Source: Endeavour Partners

There is a general tendency among most device owners to slowly 
reduce the frequency of usage and eventually dropout

Usage Behavior of  Fitness Device Consumers (1/4)

82%

41%

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24

Percentage of Active Users Over Time

MONTHS

Most wearable fitness 
devices fail to drive long-term 
sustained engagement for a 

majority of users

q Research conducted by Endeavour Partners’ shows that 
majority of the U.S. consumers who have owned an 
activity tracker no longer use it 

q A third of U.S. consumers who have owned one stopped 
using the device within six months of receiving it

q Lack of long term utilization of the activity monitor 
purchased by a user is a cause of concern for market 
players who are developing these products and 
incorporating the related data services into their product

q Designing a strategy to ensure sustained engagement is 
the key to long-term success in this highly competitive 
space

q It’s no longer enough to focus only on interoperability with one of the current devices 
or apps in the market, or to partner with a startup to design an even better device 

q Driving long term engagement is key to ensuring recurring revenue from this segment
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Source: Endeavour Partners

New devices in the market are trying to address elements of a user’s 
habit to drive long term engagement

Usage Behavior of  Fitness Device Consumers (2/4)

q According to the study by Endeavour Partners, there are 3 key factors that influence sustained customer engagement 

I Habit Formation II Social Motivation III Goal Reinforcement

Habit formation is complex and occurs over time

q Sustained engagement with a wearable device or complementary service 
depends on its ability to help the user form and stick with new habits

q Wearable devices can help make the process of habit formation more effective 
and efficient than before

Devices to directly address elements of habit 

q The best engagement strategies for wearables will move beyond presenting data 
(steps, calories, stairs) and directly address the elements of the habit loop (cue, 
behavior, reward) 

q This would then trigger the sequences that lead to the establishment of a new  
positive habit

Habit Formation
Example

q BASIS Science Inc is offering a wearable device, the 
Basis watch, which has an effective habit change 
sequence solution

q The device uses four types of sensors to calculate 
various health metrics, including steps taken, calories 
burned, sleep quality and resting heart rate 

q Basis emphasizes “life-long wellness” and its watch 
guides users through a sequence of behaviors to create 
desirable health habits

q Basis only lets users set one goal for the following week 
because research shows that building a habit is easier 
when people add changes incrementally over time

q The Basis goal setting sequence requires users to 
acquire reward points after completing a previous goal 
before they can add a new habit 
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Source: Endeavour Partners

Nike has been very successful in driving social motivation for its 
Fuelband users through the Nike+ software

Usage Behavior of  Fitness Device Consumers (3/4)

q According to the study by Endeavour Partners, there are 3 key factors that influence sustained customer engagement 

I Habit Formation II Social Motivation III Goal Reinforcement

Social connections are a powerful source of motivation

q Sustained engagement with a device or complementary services depends on its 
ability to effectively motivate users

q Social connections can be leveraged in many creative ways

q Social media can be exploited to alter habits for positive outcomes such as 
communication of social norms through ‘postings’ or ‘sharing’ of thoughts, 
pictures and comments with one another

Key social mechanisms that support motivation and goal attainment

q Sustained engagement with a device or complementary services depends on its 
ability to effectively motivate users

§ When users are able to share their goals with a group, they are more 
committed to achieving these goals

§ Users learn not just by trying new behaviors and succeeding or failing but 
also from observing others

Social Motivation
Example

q Polar

§ Polar Flow users are able to connect, share and 
encourage other people that also have a Polar 
Loop and are active

§ This gives the user a sense of an online social 
network to share and compare with like minded 
people around the world

§ Users can also view and share running or cycling 
routes with people with friends on Polar’s platform

q Nike

§ The Nike+ platform encourages users to challenge 
friends from Facebook and their personal address 
book 

§ FuelBand's Nike+ software includes the ability to 
separate friends into specific lists and groups 

§ Users can compare or compete against fellow 
Fuelband owners and group them into micro 
communities

§ The ease of using Facebook puts Nike's wearable 
ahead of the social competition
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Source: Endeavour Partners

Nike, Jawbone and Fitbit send users hourly cues through haptic 
buzzes and text message push notifications to support progress

Usage Behavior of  Fitness Device Consumers (4/4)

q According to the study by Endeavour Partners, there are 3 key factors that influence sustained customer engagement 

I Habit Formation II Social Motivation III Goal Reinforcement

User should experience a feeling of progress toward defined goals

q The right feedback allows people to take the next step needed to gain 
momentum, move forward and experience regular progress

q Continuous progress requires objective feedback about progress and milestones 

q When people are presented with accurate, clear and concise real-time feedback, 
they are able to alter behaviors they once thought unchangeable

Goal Reinforcement
Example

q The Nike Fuelband SE is device that applies these 
mechanisms to personal progress 

q Throughout the day, users are notified directly on the 
visual interface about “hours won or lost” based on the 
activity level for that hour

q If users ‘won the hour’ then they are given positive 
feedback with a congratulatory message
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CUSTOMER & PRODUCT ANALYSIS

Customer Segments
q Activity and Personal Fitness monitoring devices cater to two different sets of 

customers, who can be classified based on the level of activity and lifestyle

q Each segment is motivated by different set of factors, that drives them to purchase 
these devices

Athletic and Fitness Focussed

q Includes people who participate in some form of competitive sports 
either on a full-time or part time basis

q Also includes people who are not into competitive sports but are 
generally very fitness focussed 

Non-Athletic but Health Conscious

q Includes people who want to be moderately active to lose weight or 
to be generally fit and active

q People with previous or existing medical condition (blood pressure, 
diabetes etc.) and want to lead a healthy lifestyle to avoid any health 
risksDevice Buying 

Motivators

Athletic and 
Fitness Focussed

q This segment is almost entirely self-driven and does not require much of a product push

q They are mostly concerned of data accuracy, multi-lap and multi-sport support and 
durability

Non-Athletic but 
Health Conscious

q This segment is willing but according to some studies, it is currently underserved

q Customers in this segment can be won over by products that are intuitive, comprehensive
and affordable

Target the Non-Athletic segment

q Surveys show that fitness monitoring 
device owners tend to be brand agnostic

q However, devices from Polar, Nike and 
TomTom tend to appeal more to  ‘’Athletic 
and Fitness Focussed’’ customers

q Given Company 1 strong presence in its 
traditional market of health monitoring 
devices (BP, diabetes etc.), it would do 
well by focussing on the Non-Athletic but 
Health Conscious segment
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CUSTOMER & PRODUCT ANALYSIS

Competitive Intensity and Company 1 Value Proposition 
q For the purpose of this study Company 1 current health and fitness monitoring devices’ 

addressable market has been segmented into:
I. Activity Monitoring II. Health Monitoring III.  Body Composition Monitoring

q Company 1 has traditionally been one of the leading players in the Health and BCM markets 
and has had a limited portfolio of Activity monitoring devices

Both Consumer and Medical Device Makers are Vying for Customer Mindshare

Stronger branding marketing
Consumer device companies have 
traditionally been more successful in 
areas like branding and driving 
customer loyalty

Stronger product push 
strategies
They are also more adept at 
driving wallet share increase 
strategies, to push more 
products per customer 

1

2

Stronger relationships with the 
healthcare community
Company 1 relative strength w.r.t. 
consumer device makers, is its 
relationships with the healthcare 
community. This can potentially help 
in identifying niche market 
opportunities and product offerings 

1

Richer product development 
experience 
Compared to consumer device 
makers, Company 1 has much more 
experience with product 
development life cycle involving 
regulatory approval 

2

Leverage on richer product 
development experience

q Compared to its consumer 
device peers, Company 1 has 
much stronger experience in 
developing advanced health 
monitoring devices

q It can leverage on its experience 
and relationships with the 
healthcare community to identify 
new product niches
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CUSTOMER & PRODUCT ANALYSIS

Most Devices are Built Around the Web and Mobile Platforms
q For Company 1 to target this market it must adhere to some prevailing 

market trends:

§ Products must be built around mobile devices

§ They must leverage web based resources
§ Products should be capable of data analytics

q The key is to bring all this together in each product that is designed for the 
market segment

q Company 1 needs to determine what activities it can do on its own 
profitably and for what it needs to partner with other specialists

Potential Challenges for Company 1
q As an established health monitoring and medical devices 

company, Company 1 could encounter the following 
handicaps:

§ Understanding consumer needs and attitudes
§ Turning consumer behavior insights into specific 

product features and functions

§ Limited in-house capability of consumer oriented 
user-interface design techniques

One of the tactical ways to address 
some of these challenges, is to 
assess the current product 
development and marketing trends 
and using that, devise an optimal 
go-to-market strategy

Trend is towards fitness devices built 
around mobile and internet

q Successful fitness devices in the 
market will now have to be built 
around mobile devices and must 
leverage analytics and online 
resources

q Analysing the prevalent product 
trends will allow Company 1 to 
create a robust market strategy
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necessary to introduce timely products
to market and increase sales.



CUSTOMER & PRODUCT ANALYSIS

Opportunity for Medical Device Makers
q While companies like Company 1 (who have traditionally been strong only in the Health and 

BCM devices market) need to be aware of their inherent strengths and weaknesses while 
developing a go-to-market plan, surveys also show that a lot of fitness device owners don’t 
have a strong affiliation towards a brand

q Which goes to show that despite the competitive intensity, there continues to be an opportunity 
to create new brands in this growing market

Critical to Succeed Product Features
q Some of the key factors that would determine a 

product’s potential to succeed in the market include:

§ Innovative, feature rich yet easy to use

§ Online and retail purchase options
§ After sales services and support

§ Social networking support

§ Mobile applications (Android, Apple & Windows)

§ Unobtrusive design

§ Affordability

§ Data analytics capability is a good to have

The key is to ensure that the device is in 
line with the market trends

q If a device maker manages to check 
most the of boxes of the critical success 
factors, it will be able to gain a foothold 
in the market 

q Having a developer community that can 
create apps on various mobile platforms 
that are compatible with the device, 
goes a long way in ensuring customer 
loyalty
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CUSTOMER & PRODUCT ANALYSIS

Partnering for Product Development
q It is not always possible for a player to have all the desired capabilities required for product 

development and marketing, in-house. Especially for a player like Company 1, whose core-
competence is Health Monitoring devices

q Company 1 could therefore do well if it could partner with a software company that develops 
customer oriented user interfaces or a design studio to explore futuristic and ergonomic designs

Fitness Monitoring Devices: Product Development Ecosystem

IT/ SOFTWARE
DEVELOPERS

INTERNET
SERVICE
PROVIDER

MOBILE

NETWORK
OPERATORS

MEDICAL

RESEARCH
CENTRES

REGULATORY

CONSUMER
DEVICE
MAKERS

MEDICAL

DEVICE
MAKERS

FITNESS
INFORMATION
PORTALS

Active collaboration

q Some of the leading 
consumer device companies 
in the activity monitoring 
market, are collaborating 
successfully with various 
stakeholders
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CUSTOMER & PRODUCT ANALYSIS

Interoperability Across Platforms is Important 
q While working with different partners in the product development eco-system, it is important to ensure 

that the device is designed to be capable of working across mobile platforms

q Company 1 long standing presence in the market works in its favour in ensuring device interoperability 
across various platforms, be it smartphones or other consumer electronic devices

§ Company 1 is a member of the Continua Health Alliance, which is an association of more than 230 
healthcare organizations, electronics companies, telecom service providers and IT firms 

§ The objective of the alliance is to create common industry standards that enable device 
manufacturers to rapidly develop and gain regulatory approval for devices and services

§ This is a major strength for device makers like Company 1, wherein it can actively participate in 
setting future standards for the connected health device ecosystem
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Porter’s 5 Forces Analysis

Wearable Fitness Devices Market
q As the industry is still in its nascent stage, most of the players have a chance to carve their own niche and spread their presence 

irrespective of intervention from outside factors

§ Smart Textiles
§ Jewellery items with sensors
§ Mobile devices integrated with set of sensors 

so as to function as a complete health 
monitoring device 

Power
of Buyers

Power
of Suppliers

Threat of New Entrants

Threat of Substitute
Products or Services

Rivalry Among
Existing

Competitors

§ The rivalry is not intense as the market has 
not yet matured

§ Lot of fragmentation in the market
§ Consolidation expected in the market as 

bigger players start entering

§ The power of buyers in this industry is on the 
lower side due to:
• No priority or dominant customer segment 
• High price of the products increases the 

switching cost of buyers
• Low adoption level of connected wearable 

devices
§ Corporate wellness emerging as a big 

segment

§ High initial cost and 
technical expertise needed 
to enter the market act as 
barriers

§ However, entry and 
expansion of big players 
such as Microsoft, Google, 
Samsung, and Apple is 
likely to make it more 
competitive

§ Technological advances 
may result in new set of 
competitors

§ Most devices are 
manufactured in various 
Asian countries, but 
application development is 
typically local country based

Five Forces Analysis

High Medium Low
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Porter’s 5 Forces Analysis

Threat of Substitute
Products or Services

Power
of Buyers

Rivalry Among
Existing Competitors

Power
of Suppliers Threat of New Entrants

Smart Textiles

q ‘Smart textiles' are the latest innovation in this field and are 
expected to be an attractive segment in the coming years. Many 
companies have already brought products in the market that have 
functionalities such as sensing, monitoring, recording and 
transmitting information from the body and surroundings

o ‘Tacit Glove’ developed by Grathio Labs helps the blind to 
measures the distance to things through haptic technology

o Electricfoxy has developed a concept garment ‘Move’ that 
uses signals to help users to modify and improve their 
physical movements such as Yoga, Pilates, dance 
performance, physical therapy etc.

Smart Jewellery

q Jewellery items that are worn throughout the day can also 
act as fitness or health monitors if data transmission 
feature is added to them. Several companies have 
showcased such devices in Consumer Electronics Show 
(CES) 2014

o Netatmo showcased a bracelet, ‘June’ at CES 2014 
that monitors a persons’ exposure to harmful UV rays 
from the Sun

Mobile Phones

q Mobile phones are being developed that come integrated with apps or some sensors that enable them to monitor some of the health parameters 

q However, technological advancement may result in integration of all the sensors in a single smartphone that may be able to measure all or most of 
the parameters currently monitored by activity trackers. In such a scenario, smartphone may become the device of choice for people interested in 
tracking their health 

Source: Industry Analysis

High
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Porter’s 5 Forces Analysis

Power of BuyersThreat of Substitute
Products or Services

Rivalry Among
Existing

Competitors
Power

of Suppliers Threat of New Entrants

Source: Industry Analysis

High Switching Cost

q In a survey conducted by GfK in 2013, it was found out that the 
interest level of buyers dropped significantly once they were made 
aware of the price of these products

q Most of the smart watches and smart glasses are relatively 
expensive, which increases the switching cost for the buyers once 
they purchase them

Corporate Wellness

q Corporate wellness is emerging as one of the bigger markets of 
wearable fitness devices, which might provide them with 
bargaining power with sellers in the coming years

q Many large corporations in the Country 1 have started to 
encourage their employees to use these devices to maintain 
their fitness
o According to ABI research, more than 13 million wearable 

fitness devices are expected to be incorporated into 
employee wellness programs in the next five years

o In 2013, ~14,000 employees of British Petroleum opted to 
wear a free Fitbit Zip in exchange for letting the company 
track their steps

No Priority Customer Segment

q All the fitness devices are targeted at several customer segments 
such as professional athletes, Recreational Fitness Consumers, 
Chronic Disease management etc. 

q However, there is no particular customer segment that is a priority 
or dominant segment which might give it a leveraging power with 
sellers

Privacy Concerns

q Many people and activist groups are against the use and 
adoption of connected wearable devices because of privacy 
concerns related to personal health data 

q Mainstream adoption of these products could be affected by 
these concerns

Low
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Porter’s 5 Forces Analysis

Rivalry Among
Existing Competitors

Power
of Buyers

Power
of Suppliers Threat of New EntrantsThreat of Substitute

Products or Services

Source: Industry Analysis

Consolidation

q The fitness devices market is expected to witness consolidation 
as the number of players in the market increases

q Many existing players and new entrants might look to acquire 
other firms for technological or strategic reasons
o In Apr 2013, Jawbone acquired BodyMedia for more than 

USD 100 Mn. It aims to leverage the body sensor 
technology and several patents owned by BodyMedia

o In Mar 2014, Intel acquired Basis Science for ~USD100 Mn 
in order to use its products and technology for its new 
devices group

Growing Rivalry

q The rivalry in the wearable fitness devices market is 
currently not intense, as the market is yet to mature and is 
still growing

q As the market is still in its infancy, there is ample space for 
all players to operate

o However, competition among leading players may 
get intense to grab the first mover advantage in 
some segments and to capture the biggest pie in the 
market

Fragmentation

q The fitness devices market is currently in a very fragmented state with a number of players operating in this market

q The range of products being offered is very diverse ranging from very basic pedometers to sophisticated smart watches and smart glasses 
developed by large tech companies

High
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Porter’s 5 Forces Analysis

Power
of Suppliers

Power
of Buyers

Rivalry Among
Existing

Competitors
Threat of New EntrantsThreat of Substitute

Products or Services

Source: Industry Analysis

Fragmentation

q There are a lot of backend suppliers in the wearable technology 
market and as such the threat from them appears to be minimal at 
this stage

q As the number of suppliers is large, there is no single dominant 
supplier to have any kind of bargaining power over sellers

Scattered Manufacturing

q Most devices are manufactured in various Asian countries, 
but application development is typically local country based

q OEM goods are common across all devices and brands as 
start-ups that are predominant in this industry do not have 
the capital to manufacture themselves 

Fragmentation

q Apart from a few big companies such as STMicroelectronics and NXP Semiconductors, which are global in scale, most of the other suppliers are not 
very big financially, thus minimising the threat of forward integration

Low
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Porter’s 5 Forces Analysis

Threat of New 
Entrants

Power
of Buyers

Rivalry Among
Existing

Competitors
Power

of Suppliers
Threat of Substitute

Products or Services

Source: Industry Analysis

Entry and Expansion of New Players

q The market is currently dominated by smaller players. However, 
bigger players such as Apple, Google, Samsung etc are 
increasing their influence in the market

q Apple, Google, and Samsung have already entered in this 
segment and plan to increase their presence by launching many 
products in future as well

q Microsoft and Intel have hade acquisitions in fitness devices 
industry and are planning to enter the market 

o The entry of these large corporations with huge funds is 
expected to heat up the market and put pressure on the 
existing players 

New Competition

q As technology advances, more and more players from 
different segments with new offerings are expected to enter 
the industry to capitalize on the fast growing market 

q Several other segments such as jewellery and textiles are 
making headway in this industry and players from these 
industries might enter the market to take advantage of 
growing interest from consumers
o Several players from jewellery and textile market 

have already entered into partnerships with tech 
companies to launch new generation of products

Barriers

q High initial capital is needed to enter this industry which acts as a barrier for small players who first need to explore different avenues for funding 

q As high level of technical expertise is needed to operate in this segment, only companies with good R&D facilities enter this market

Medium
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Company 1 Fitness Devices Business - SWOT Analysis

Source: Industry Analysis

SWOT Analysis

Weakness

Opportunities

ThreatSt
re

ng
th

2

3

4

1

§ Development new and innovative 
products 

§ Utilization of Company 1 proprietary 
sensing technology

§ Improvement in speed to market

§ Interest in market for a low cost 
fitness monitoring device

§ Target specific customer segments

§ Susceptible to imitation and attack 
by competition

§ Launch of similar and cheaper 
products by competition

§ Strong competition in online 
segment by new players

§ Technological advances that might 
result in development of new 
products that may make Company 1 
products obsolete

§ High quality durable products

§ Accuracy and Reliability
§ Brand recognition 
§ Large direct sales force
§ Strong online presence

§ Dedicated customer service call 
centre

§ Proprietary sensor technology

§ Strong relationship with major 
retailers

§ Not keeping up with the new 
technology in the marketplace 

§ No new real innovation in the 
category

§ Relatively slower launch time (speed 
to market)

§ Weak focus on product’s design and 
aesthetic appeal

Wearable Fitness Devices Market
q Company 1 needs to reinvent its portfolio of fitness devices, focussing on innovation and leverage its proprietary sensor technology to face the 

challenge of growing number of start-ups and large players entering the segment
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Company 1 Fitness Devices Business - SWOT Analysis

Source: Industry Analysis

§ Company 1 has a reputation of manufacturing high quality durable products that can be medically 
relied upon

§ It enjoys a strong brand recognition and presence in the market emanating from its BP and medical 
products

• It is evident from the fact that it has a strong online presence with generally positive reviews 
about its products

§ Company 1 has a strong focus on research & development efforts, especially in the field of sensing 
and control technologies, which it can leverage to make headway in wearable tech market

• Its expertise in sensing and control technologies makes it possible for Company 1 to capture 
information related to movement, location, biometrics, facial expressions, and environmental 
conditions, and convert this data into valuable information

§ It has a strong distribution network with large direct sales force, which enjoys a good relationship with 
most of the major retailers that has been developed by its presence in this market over several years

§ It already has in place a dedicated customer service call centre that can be leveraged to provide 
superior after sales service and guidance to customers 

High Quality 
Products & Strong 

Brand

Proprietary Sensor 
Technology

Distribution Network 
& After Sales Service

Strength Weakness Opportunities Threats
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Company 1 Fitness Devices Business - SWOT Analysis

Source: Industry Analysis

§ A sense of fashion and uniqueness are very important factors for consumers in their decision making 
towards buying fitness devices as they are on constant display for others. Company 1 needs to make 
its fitness devices more visually appealing and aesthetically pleasing for consumers

§ Other leading competitors focus a lot on these factors. Many of them have entered into tie-ups with 
designers to develop products

• Misfit has entered into a long-term strategic partnership with Pearl Studios wherein the two 
companies will co-develop and design a series of wearable products

§ Company 1 has not been able to keep up with the new technology in the market such as BTLE and 
Wi-Fi that has been incorporated by other competitors

§ The speed to market of its new products is on the higher side. It takes a lot of time for Company 1 to 
launch a product in the market after the conceptualization stage

Weak Focus on 
Design of Products

New Technology in 
the Market

Slower Launch Time

Strength Weakness Opportunities Threats
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Company 1 Fitness Devices Business - SWOT Analysis

Source: Industry Analysis

§ Fitness devices in low/medium price range category with good product quality may present an 
attractive segment in future. Currently, most of the wearable devices are priced on the higher side 

• In a survey conducted by TNS, more than 55% of the respondents rated wearable devices as 
being too expensive

• Another survey conducted by GfK highlighted a significant drop in purchase intent of 
respondents after knowing the current prices of wearable devices

§ A moderately priced wearable device offering good features might lead to higher level of mainstream 
adoption of these products and significant market share for the seller

§ New customer segments especially the younger population can be targeted by Company 1 to expand 
its presence through new wearable devices

• A survey conducted by GfK showed high interest level among consumers aged 16 – 24 for 
wearable devices (smart watches and Google glass)

§ Teenagers can be targeted for such devices considering their inclination to try out new things and 
novelty factor for these devices

§ Company 1 must focus on developing new and innovative products or categories in the fitness devices 
segment to stand out in the market. Also, a faster launch to market would help the company to gain 
maximum from the product

• Company 1 proprietary sensing technology can be leveraged to develop these products

Price Sensitive 
Consumer

New Customer 
Segments

Development of New 
Products & Faster 

Launch

Strength Weakness Opportunities Threats
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Company 1 Fitness Devices Business - SWOT Analysis

Source: Industry Analysis

§ The threat from other players in the market comes from the fact that they are able to build products 
that offer similar features as provided by Company 1, while having comparable accuracy and reliability 
levels

• They have also been making headway in Company 1 businesses by launching new and 
innovative products faster and cheaper in the market

§ Company 1 has been traditionally stronger in the online segment, however, competitors are gradually 
making inroads in that segment as well

§ As the technology advances rapidly in this market, there is always a threat of new ground breaking 
products being developed that might shake up the market and result in making most of the existing 
products old fashioned or obsolete

Susceptible to 
Imitation by 
Competitors

Inroads in Online 
Accounts by 
Competitors

Threat of New 
Technology

Strength Weakness Opportunities Threats
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Company 1 needs to remain focused on the user-centric parameter  trio 
of functionality, reliability and convenience  to build winning products  

Functionality Reliability Convenience

q Collecting  high value physiological 
factors targeting user individuals, 
caregivers and healthcare 
professionals

q Building software that renders 
physiological data ‘relevant and 
meaningful’ and closes the loop on 
‘so what’?’

q Measuring the physiology  with 
accuracy and validity  (or using  
software  and algorithms o correct 
for validity

q Achieving  accepted clinical 
standards and receiving FDA 
approvals

q Packaging Sensors in Form 
Factors that are passive, 
comfortable and provide  positive 
reinforcement to the user

q Managing battery life and various 
charging issues

q Synchronizing  data between 
wearable device, smartphone and 
cloud
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With Venture Capitalists increasing investments in the sector, Company 1 
will have to devise strategies to adequately infuse requisite funds 
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Venture Funding in Fitness Trackers and Biosensors (2011-13), in $M

Notable 
Deals

q Norwest Venture Partners

q Founders Fund

q Khosla Ventures

q Qualcomm Ventures

q Felicis Ventures

Most Active Investors
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Company 1 needs to be attentive to a number of key trends happening 
in the market segment while devising its product strategy

Offloading Commoditization Value-based Healthcare

q Wearables can offload the display 
(through software apps), computing and 
internet connectivity to a smartphone 
(smartphone penetration in the Country 1 
is approx. 69%)

q Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology 
has enabled energy efficient data 
transfer between devices and 
smartphones

q Due to inclusion in smartphones, many 
popular fitness trackers are completely 
commoditized

q Prices of most trackers are dropping at 
an alarming rate of >3% per quarter (Rock 
+ Health Data)

q Commoditization forces vendors to 
develop novel fitness tracking devices, 
creating a virtuous cycle of innovation

q Increasingly, healthcare in the Country 1 
is having an increased focus on value-
based delivery and preventive care 

q Health plans and employers are 
experimenting with wearables as ‘source 
of truth’ devices

q For example, B2B is the fastest growing 
customer segment for Fitbit

2

0.5

2008                      2013

MEMS Accelerometer Price per 
Unit in the Country 1, in $

69%

Smartphone Penetration in the 
Country 1

Accountable Care Lives in Country 1, 
in $m
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Company 1 should explore the idea of creating a scaled platform, as it 
catalyzes a virtuous cycle of product innovation and business models

Software 
Ecosystem

Hardware 
Ecosystem

Core Software

Enabling Device

Platform

Apple 
HealthKit 

Samsung 
SAMI

Cloud based data sharing (between 
devices) platform for app developers; 

partners can create new apps and 
services using open APIs

SHealth Health 

Core Mobile App of the native OS 
that leverages the Platform data

Mobile Phone Devices

Fitness Tracking 
Devices and 

Hardware

Jawbone UP24 Band

Freescale 
Wearables 

Reference Platform 
(WaRP)

Mobile Apps

By developing a platform, 
Company 1 can influence 
the app developers to 
develop wearable device 
type-independent apps 
with needed parameter 
tracking  

Development of the platform would
give Company 1 
a) Unparalleled access to big data 

relevant for devising future product 
strategies

b) Ability to influence app developer 
community with compatible apps



Payers Providers

q Consumer Behaviour Change

q Early Diagnosis and Intervention

q Source of Truth for Biometric Based Incentive Program

q Remote Patient Monitoring

q Support for Telemedicine Services

q Functionality must make physiological data highly
meaningful and actionable for the end user

q Convenience is important as consumers might abandon
devices that cause any type of engagement friction

q Functionality has to focus on data transport and
integration into clinical workflow

q Requires high reliability (e.g. regulatory clearance) if
healthcare professional are dependent on data for
healthcare delivery
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Each end segment participant in the B2B market has unique needs and 
expectations, which Company 1 must carefully address with its products
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Fitness Tracker Pricing – Price Point Recommendations

Wearable Fitness Trackers consumer market is similar to be
mobile devices market right now in some aspects.

q Products have limited shelf life owing to continuous advances
in hardware technology and software platforms

q A significant buyer segment is driven by the urge to possess
the latest tech product (notwithstanding the utility of already
owned product)

q For selling product with the same specs as a market leader
(competitor), price the product lower than the competition

q For selling the product that has lesser specs than a market
leader products with superior specs, price down the product
significantly to make it a entry-level value-for-money-product
for the price sensitive consumer segment

q This market segment is crowded. Aggressive
marketing is needed to capture market attention
towards the product

q For selling a product with significantly better specs than the
market leader’s product, either

q Aim for a premium pricing strategy but this will
needed to be supported by premium brand building
marketing and advertising strategies

q Use this pricing strategy to build the brand
reputation as “premium brand with best
reliability”

q Aim for a same price as competitor pricing strategy
to make it a premium market value-for-money-
product

q Use this pricing strategy to build the brand
reputation as “best specs in the price band”

q A competitive product to Fitbit Flex should be priced below $100

q Fitbit has bands priced in the range of $50-$60. But it has been aggressive in looking at
corporate wellness programs to sell its products. Needless to decipher, its lower cost
products would also meet the pocket size of some clients. Also, the fact that each product
sold with give it access to useful data, that can be monetized further, adds to the
propositional value of the strategy.

q Difficult to go below $50 on the product price. Much better to target a price range of $60-
$70 with intermediary specs between a Flex and a Orb. Aggressive marketing plans to
outpace Fitbit needed to compete in this segment.

q Nike felt the pressure from Fitbit on product prices and anticipates further threat from the
likes of Apple and Google in the future. It downsized its team and is focusing on Nike+
Apps. Jawbone is trying to create a niche in the market by building display-less activity
trackers priced $100+ onwards, arguing that it is not competing with Fitbit or Nike with
product types. Whether these strategies are going to succeed, only time will tell.
However, a prudent approach would be to append premium product positioning with
strategic tie-ups and focused customer segment.

q Premium wrist bands, augmented with jewellery, for professional women (tie-
up with jewellery brand or a designer) at $110+

q Another ambitious approach would be to build that still elusive wrist band that caters
to all customer segment needs, and is priced in the range of $90-$100, bundling in
most of the desired specs

Suggested Pricing Strategy Recommended Price Points

The recommendations on product pricing are primarily based on current pricing trends. As
stated elsewhere in the report, prices of fitness trackers are dwindling by an average of ~3%
per quarter. This, along with the fact, that the industry is likely to witness major interventions
with introductions of Apple iWatch, deployment of Android Wear OS, development of some
other platforms (such as Intel) and a possible market flooding of Chinese brands (as in the
mobile segment) makes it increasingly difficult to put a price band estimation for the next 2-3
years horizon.
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Product/ Pricing Plan

Market Status Market Outlook Recommended Strategy Recommended Product and Pricing 

Pedometers Commoditized Market Shrinking, but likely to 
sustain for 1) Athletes and 2) 
Mobile Battery Life Sensitive 
Users

Focus on accuracy technology to take on 
Accusplit and others

Expensive Pedometers don’t have a market. Focus on the
$20-$40 segment. Keep churning the price every quarter
to gain market leadership. Keep 3-5 products only, each
targeting a different customer segment (kids, elderly,
athlete, etc.)

Non-connected 
Activity
Monitors

Commoditized Market sustaining due to  
consumer demand

Focus on further miniaturization, faster 
processing and increased accuracy, data 
logging and price cuts of the devices

Keep the product portfolio for now. Make an annual 
appraisal every year to decide which products to let go off 
the shelf. Keep the price points intact. Decrease prices of 
existing products when introducing new ones in the 
segment

Fitness Tracker 
Bands

Commoditized Market in a flux. Too many 
players in the market offering 
similar portfolio of products. 
Market likely to grow with 
further price decline 

Augment branding my aggressive 
marketing and advertising expenditure. 
Match or exceed Fitbit’s distribution 
reach. 

Focus on building products in the $60-$70 price range. 
Launch 3-5 products, each targeting a different customer 
segment
Active Females (focus on colour, fitness parameters)
Kids (focus on inclusion of games)
Elderly (focus on battery life, larger display)
Active Men (focus on maximum functionality)

Fitness Tracker 
Bands

Premium Price bands not matured. 
Mobile and apparel brands 
are mostly entering this 
market segment. Unable to 
match aggressive marketing 
efforts of Fitbit, Jawbone 

Launch 1) Premium wristband , with 
jewellery, product for women
2) Premium wristband, with designer 
label, for affluent customers
3) Premium wristband, with extra specs 
(battery, processor) for the premium 
segment)

Apple iWatch and Google products could dominate this 
segment in the future. Players like Intel and Nike are 
focusing more on building app platform ownership. 
Company 1 should focus on building niche devices for 
select target segments (and differentiate from one-
product-for-all strategy of Apple). 

Health 
Monitoring
Wearable 
Biosensors

Niche This market will witness 
growth. A significant 
consumer segment will shift 
from non-connected devices 
to this.  Corporate (wellness) 
and insurers will also drive 
this market. 

Company 1 should focus on acquisitions 
to add to its vital parameters 
measurement capabilities 
Company 1 should focus on R&D to build 
integration of hardware and data 
computation capabilities

Should focus on building a Patch or a Chestband device. A 
lot of the competitive product are in prototype stage in 
the market. Company 1 should also focus on tie-ups (Intel 
forged partnership with AiQ) to augment its capabilities.  
Difficult to comment on the price point of the product. 
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Distribution and Promotional Strategy

Recommended Distribution Strategy

q Sell through upscale retailers

q Sell through online e-commerce platforms

q Partner with nationwide gym-chains

q Begin selling through female focused retailers

q Macy’s, Bergners, Bloomingdale, Gap 
(Athleta)

Recommended Promotional Strategy

q Expand online presence

q Have dedicated social media teams

q Capitalize more on low cost platforms that 
emphasize user participation

q Targeted TV spots and YouTube viral videos

q Use targeted magazine ads

q Shape, Cosmo, etc

q Expand affiliates to popular blogs

q Continue PR efforts

q Product reviews

q Press-mentions – corporate and female focused

q Attend Corporate Wellness Tradeshows
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Prevent competitive
encroachment, 

maintain brand (low 
investment) 

High Protect and Maintain Fuel Strategic Growth Generating Near-
Term Profit and
Growth

Generate 
supplemental near-
term profits; should 

provide consistent 
profits

Manage for Margin Build High Potential Category Establish growth 
credentials in the 
mid-term with 
volumes and profit 
growth

Eliminate profit drag or 
high opportunity costs 

Low

De-emphasize of Exit Learn and Prove Provide pipeline of 
high potential new 
products and 
categories

Low                                                                                                     High

Product Category Growth Potential
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Pedometers

Non-Connected Monitors

Identify Loss 
Making Products

Wristbands

Patch

+
Data

BAN+Biosensing 
Apparel

Company 1 needs to implement a differentiated product strategy for the 
target market; higher focus on connected devices in the future 

Future focus on 
connected devices
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o Immediate review of product portfolio to focus on 
limited customer segment specific products (review 
competitive products)

o Kids
o Female
o Athletes
o Elderly

o Reduce time-to –market of new products to 4-6 months
o New entrants are entering the market everyday; 

delay in product launch can significantly alter 
success prospects  

o Expand customer base by
o Developing segment specific product (above)
o Corporate Tie-ups 
o Health Events, Kids Championship Sponsorship
o New marketing and advertising campaigns

o Online Ads, YouTube Videos, TV Ad Spots
o Improving retail distribution channels

o Target, 24 Hour Fitness, Brookstone, REI 
o Online channels

Pedometers market segment is sustainable but competition is growing; 
Company 1 needs to protect its position in the market
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o Maintain the product portfolio but develop a KPI 
measurement framework for bi-annual review of the 
portfolio  (eliminate loss making products)

o Invest (patents, technology) in building efficiency and 
accuracy into the products

o Non-connected monitors will hold forth in the 
future if they can continue to prove that their 
measurement is significantly more accurate 
than wearable devices

o Focus on reducing cost of the product (components, 
assembly line processes, automation)

o Focus on investment in easy storage and export of 
recorded data to a connected device (key differentiator)

o Run loyalty programs and  discount campaigns (savings 
by bulk product distribution) within

o Localities (consumer)
o Sports centers (gyms, stadiums)
o Corporate (Employee Wellness)

o Improving retail distribution channels
o Target, 24 Hour Fitness, Brookstone, REI 
o Online channels

Biosensing 
Apparel

o Product branding should focus on 
o Unparalleled accuracy of measurements
o “Health Monitors for Every Home”

o Create an online community for users and customer service
o Leverage the platform as a space where members 

can interact with other community members

Non-connected devices do not have a ready replacement yet; 
Company 1 should strengthen its market penetration in this segment
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o Maintain the product portfolio but develop a KPI 
measurement framework for bi-annual review of the 
portfolio  (eliminate loss making products)

A periodic review towards identifying non-performing products is 
needed in the non-connected device segment to maintain profitability 
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o Immediate review of product portfolio to focus on building a limited 
product portfolio (aggressive pricing)

o $60-70 budget wristband (high battery power, maximum specs)
o $90 full-feature best-in-the-market specs band
o Niche products for target segments

o Females (Designer, Jewellery)
o Kids (Games) 

o Reduce time-to –market of new products to 4-6 months
o New entrants are entering the market everyday; 

delay in product launch can significantly alter 
success prospects  

o Improving retail distribution channels
o Target, 24 Hour Fitness, 

Brookstone, REI 
o Online channels

o Invest in building cost efficiency into the products (supply 
chain optimization, parts cost benchmarking, efficient 
warehousing network)

o Expand customer base by
o Developing segment specific product (above)
o Corporate Tie-ups, Health Events, Kids Events Sponsorship
o Social Media Marketing, Online User Community Management
o New marketing and advertising campaigns

o Online Ads, YouTube Videos, TV Ad Spots
o Paid Bloggers for Writing Product Review/ Experiences

o Improving retail distribution channels
o Target, 24 Hour Fitness, Brookstone, REI 
o Online channels
o Health centers (gymnasiums, fitness studios)

o Focus on data analytics
o Real-time cloud storage of data
o Compatibility with Software (mobile apps) and 

developer push on the Platforms (Apple 
HealthKit, Samsung SAMI) for data share

o Potential to build a platform
o Historical Analysis and Prediction on Health 

using Data Analytics for the user (key 
differentiator) 

o Evaluate potential to monetize data

Wristbands will continue to dominate the market in the near-term; 
Company 1 should ride the bandwagon and reap market growth
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o Immediately work on building R&D towards developing a wearable 
fitness Patch product

o Individual focus on multiple customer segments 
o Athletes (Vital Stats Measurement, Data Tracking)
o Elderly  (Motion Sensing, Data Tracking)
o Patient Health Monitoring (Heart, etc.)
o Casual Consumer Usage (Sports, Gyms)

o Strategic focus on building cost leadership in the segment 
while building the most competent (efficient, accurate, 
specs, capabilities) product 

o Develop a dedicated team to explore acquisition of 
external technology (patents, teams) and partnerships 
to accelerate product development

o Implement a planned phase-wise rollout plan for product 
launches; time to market should not exceed 4-6 months

o Product branding should be themed as
o ‘’The Ultimate Fitness Tracking Device’’

o Leverage the combined distribution channel of Wristbands 
and Non-Connected Devices for this product

o Expand customer base by focusing equally on 
o B2C (athletes, enthusiasts)
o B2B (sports academies, healthcare institutions, 

high physical activity industrial centers, elderly care 
homes, etc)

Patch is the next big thing in the market; Company 1 should develop a 
strong product development plan in the segment
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o Focus on forging external partnerships, JVs, tie-ups, licensing to 
leverage and build capabilities

o Seek R&D collaboration agreements with
o Academic researchers on the subject
o Wireless or hardware giants (Intel)
o Smart textiles manufacturers 

o Deploy an  competitive intelligence team to track 
competition business activity, including patents filed 

o Invest in building interoperability and/or 
software capabilities in the domain to gain 
competitive edge

o Development of a strong rollout plan with stringent 
timelines for phase-wise development

In the long run, BAN and Biosensing Apparel will rule the market; for 
Company 1 to succeed in the market, forging partnerships is vital
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o Reduce time-to –market of new products to 4-6 months
o New entrants are entering the market everyday; 

delay in product launch can significantly alter 
success prospects  

o Maintain the product portfolio (non-connected devices) 
but develop a KPI measurement framework for bi-annual 
review of the portfolio  (eliminate loss making products)

o Expand customer base by
o Developing segment specific product
o Corporate Tie-ups, Health Events, Kids Events Sponsorship
o Social Media Marketing, Online User Community Management
o New marketing and advertising campaigns

o Online Ads, YouTube Videos, TV Ad Spots
o Paid Bloggers for Writing Product Review/ Experiences

o Improving retail distribution channels
o Target, 24 Hour Fitness, Brookstone, REI 
o Online channels
o Health centers (gymnasiums, fitness studios)

o Seek R&D collaboration agreements with
o Academic researchers on the subject
o Wireless or hardware giants (Intel)
o Smart textiles manufacturers 

o Reduce time-to –market of new products to 4-6 months
o New entrants are entering the market everyday; 

delay in product launch can significantly alter 
success prospects  

o Invest in building cost efficiency into the products (supply 
chain optimization, parts cost benchmarking, efficient 
warehousing network)

o Improving retail distribution channels
o Target, 24 Hour Fitness, 

Brookstone, REI 
o Online channels

o Focus on forging external partnerships, JVs, tie-ups, licensing to 
leverage and build capabilities

o Focus on data analytics
o Real-time cloud storage of data
o Compatibility with Software (mobile apps) and 

developer push on the Platforms (Apple 
HealthKit, Samsung SAMI) for data share

o Potential to build a platform
o Historical Analysis and Prediction on Health 

using Data Analytics for the user (key 
differentiator) 

o Evaluate potential to monetize data

o Create an online community for users and customer service
o Leverage the platform as a space where members 

can interact with other community members

o Run loyalty programs and  discount campaigns (savings 
by bulk product distribution) within

o Localities (consumer)
o Sports centers (gyms, stadiums)
o Corporate (Employee Wellness)

Summary: Focusing on time to market of 4-6 months, increasing the
customer base and expanding the distribution reach is the key for Company 1


